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Abstract

Much like its meteorological counterpart, Cloud Computing is an amorphous agglomeration of entities. It is amorphous in that the exact layout of the servers,
the load balancers and their functions are neither known nor fixed. Its an agglomerate in that multiple service providers and vendors often coordinate to form a
multitenant system using virtualization. This complex environment offers great
potential to providers and adopters, but also introduces great challenges in managing, combining and providing a variety of highly heterogeneous services. In
particular, users interaction with these providers is often cumbersome, as the details of a cloud system are often abstracted away and unclear to most adopters.
Further, cloud computing does not offer strong security guarantees, or traceability
of data, and its indeterminate nature makes accountability of providers and users
operations difficult[1]. This nebulous nature and the lack of security assurances of
Cloud services together form the foremost barriers to its adoption.
The ambiguous nature of Cloud services also makes choosing the best service
challenging. First of all, users may not be aware of all the service providers available to them. Secondly, the users may not be aware of the comprehensive list
of options offered by the various service providers even if they know a particular provider. In the scenario where the users know which service option they are
looking for, they may not be aware of all the providers supporting the option
leading to uninformed choices. Thirdly, users may not be aware of the relationships among service providers, in case the users’ requests would be satisfied by a
set of providers, and not a single entity. These relationships between the service
providers can cause resources, such as storage space, to be overextended. As a
result, the process of collecting and analyzing the information required to make a
good decision involves a lot of time-consuming computations for consumers. The
time-consuming computations involve identifying all the service providers and the
relationships between them before making a final choice. As these arduous comiii

putations are repeated by multiple consumers who have similar requirements, it
is also computationally wasteful. Protecting the data once the service provider
is chosen is also major challenge not only because of the changeable relationships
between the service providers, but also due to the potentially untrustworthy components of a single service provider. A major feature of the Cloud services is that
users’ data is usually processed remotely in unknown machines that the users do
not own or operate. While enjoying the convenience of remote storage and processing brought by the Cloud services, users’ fears of losing control of their own
data, particularly financial and health data or any Personally Identifying Information (PII), can become a significant barrier to the wide-spread adoption of Cloud
services [2].
In this dissertation, we aim to address some of the most significant barriers to
the adoption of Cloud services. We propose a novel brokerage-based architecture
called GABE - a Cloud brokeraGe system for service selection, AccountaBility
and, policy Enforcement. GABE fulfills two major needs of cloud users: helping
them understand the Cloud services best suited for them; and providing security
assurances on their data. As the core part of the brokerage system, we design
a unique indexing technique for managing the information of a large number of
Cloud service Providers. Multiple alternatives to the indexing are studied to address specific needs in service selection. We then develop efficient service selection
algorithms that rank potential service providers and aggregate them if necessary.
GABE also helps users protect their data by providing a policy driven node
selection methodology for map reduce architectures. GABE seamlessly integrates
node selection control to the MapReduce framework for increased data security. It
leverages data preprocessing techniques and distributed node verification protocols
to achieve strong policy enforcement.We further augment GABE by equipping it
with accountability features. In order to support accountability, we propose a
novel highly decentralized information accountability framework to keep track of
the actual usage of the users’ data in the Cloud. In particular, we propose an
object-centered approach that enables enclosing our logging mechanism together
with users’ data and policies. We leverage object oriented programming techniques
to create a dynamic and traveling object, and to ensure that any access to users’
data will trigger authentication and automated logging local to the JARs. We
take a policy-driven approach that strongly couples data and content protection
policies (CPPs). This approach constitutes an effective and practical solution
for content protection for a number of reasons. First of all, both the CPPs and
the protection mechanism travel with the content, which is stored in its original
form. Secondly, users do not need to rely on any dedicated management system to
specify and apply the CPPs. Thirdly, to strengthen users’ control, we also provide
distributed auditing mechanisms.We provide extensive experimental studies on real
iv

cloud computing testbeds that demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of the
proposed policy driven node selection, auditing, and service selection approaches
with real and synthetic Cloud data.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
1.1

Background, Motivation and Solution

Cloud Computing is being heralded as the penultimate solution to the problems
of uncertain traffic spikes, computing overloads, and potentially expensive investments in hardware for data processing, and backups. It can potentially transform
the IT industry, making software and infrastructure both even more attractive as
services, by reshaping the way hardware is designed and purchased. However, the
understanding of the term remains as unclear as its origins itself. Hence we turn
to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) for a definition.
The NIST characterizes Cloud computing as “a model for enabling ubiquitous,
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can
be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service
provider interaction” [1].Cloud computing, also referred to as “Cloud” in what
follows, presents a new way to supplement the current consumption and delivery
model for IT services based on the Internet, by providing for dynamically scalable
and often virtualized resources over the Internet.
The concept of the Cloud includes a number of implementations, based on
the services they provide, from application service provisioning to grid and utility
computing. The most sophisticated implementation of the Cloud is referred to as
Software as a Service (SaaS) [2, 3, 4], where the Cloud hosts an application for
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the user1 . Yet another implementation of Cloud is Platform as a Service (PaaS)
[5, 6], where the Cloud provides a platform for the user allowing the user to exploit
specifications such as the underlying infrastructure and the operating system. A
third, even more basic implementation where the Cloud provides only the basic
infrastructure on which the user can host everything including their own operating
system is referred to as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [7, 8]. With the proliferation of Cloud computing, MapReduce has now become a popular means to process
Big Data in the cloud [9, 10, 11]. The MapReduce computing paradigm is an
architectural and programming model for efficiently processing massive amounts
of raw unstructured data. It provides a seamless distribution of computing tasks
among nodes in the cloud, in a way which is transparent to the programmers. Its
current design allows users’ data to flow between nodes in the cloud, be they part
of a public or a private cloud. Regardless of the specific architecture, the overarching concept of this computing model is that customers’ data (which can come
from individuals, organizations or enterprises) is processed remotely in unknown
machines that users do not own or operate. The machines and the services may
further be provided by subcontractors to the Cloud. Therefore, there are three
major players in the Cloud: the users and organizations who own the data, the
Cloud service providers (CSPs) who provide Cloud services to the users, and the
subcontractors who provide storage or other services to the CSPs.
The NIST specifications detail five characteristics of Cloud services: 1) They
should be on-demand services that the user can procure himself. 2) They should
be available on a broad network of devices including remote laptops and mobile
phones. 3) They should result in pooling of resources where the resources are
assigned dynamically. 4) They should be elastic in that the assigned resources
can be rapidly released, and 5) They should provide for some metering capability
which allows for measuring the service provided [1].
These characteristics of Cloud services make them highly attractive to businesses of various sizes, ranging from small to large businesses. An attestation to
their popularity can be found in the fact that as of date, there are a number of
notable commercial and individual Cloud computing services, including Amazon,
Google, Microsoft, Yahoo and Salesforce [12]. Also, top database subcontrac1

In this dissertation we use client and user interchangeably
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tors, like Oracle, are adding Cloud support to their databases. This new and
exciting paradigm has also generated significant interest in the academic world
[7, 8, 2, 3, 5, 13], resulting in extensive research. This research has had a great
effect on the operations, architecture and security of notable commercial and individual Cloud computing services like those mentioned above [6, 13, 4].
Cloud computing services allow the users and organizations to take advantage
of virtually unlimited computing power and storage power. All this storage and
computing power is available to organizations and users without them having to
make an investment in the requisite hardware. Therefore they are of great value
to the users.

1.1.1

Motivation

The ubiquitous nature of Cloud services is confirmed by the statistics from market research which suggest an ever-growing usage of Cloud computing services by
organizations and individual users alike. Merrill Lynch puts the Cloud computing
industry to be at $160 billion by the year 2013 [14]. In a 2010 survey conducted
by Mimecast, a supplier of Cloud-based email management solutions, 72% of the
respondents agreed that Cloud services have improved the end-user experience.
Gartner predicts that 60% of the server workload will be virtualized by 2014 [15].
While this kind of virtualization has multiple benefits including reduced costs in
terms of hardware and the cost of cooling and running servers 24/7, the uptake of
Cloud computing services will be immensely affected if the major concerns regarding it are not allayed. In fact a recent LinkedIn survey puts Cloud computing as
the top security concern for 54% of its respondents [14].
Experts state that Cloud computing can actually improve the security of organizations [16] not only due to a focus on standard practices, but also due to the
resilience and reliability of a Cloud in general. For instance, the distributed nature
of the Cloud makes it more resilient against attacks like DDoS, which exploit a
single point of failure for non-distributed system [17]. Not only can part of the
infrastructure which is under attack be cordoned, but the back-ups on the other
systems in the Cloud reduce the probability of data loss [16, 7, 8]. However, they
also concede that Cloud computing calls for a different model of security. This is
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due to several reasons. The processing and handling of the data on these servers
is often provided by third party subcontractors. Details of the services provided
are abstracted from the users who no longer need to be experts of technology infrastructure. This abstraction while being the key strength of Cloud services, also
forms the main point of contention for the users. Most of the data stored on the
Cloud platforms is quiet sensitive, considering that it could consist of Personally
Identifiable Information (PII), which does not lend itself well to such abstraction.
With sensitive PII, users would like to know how their data is handled, and by
whom it is handled. This is especially the case when the organization owning
the data is some health-related organization such as a hospital or an insurance
company, or when it is a financial company [16, 18]. The threat of PII from financial organizations is especially relevant given that Deutsche Bank and financial
services firm JPMorgan Chase are two of the major players in a group founded
for regulating Cloud computing practices [19]. Further, when individual users are
signing up for Cloud services, they are often required to divulge PII such as name,
email address and credit card information. For instance, both Windows Azure and
Amazon EC2 require credit card information even when the user is signing up for
a trial [20, 21]. Besides, even if the data stored itself is not very sensitive, the
usage of remotely stored data can reveal a lot of sensitive information about the
owner, such as their daily schedule, their preferences, their location and thereby
their travel patterns. Admittedly, the information revealed by the data usage patterns may be more privacy-sensitive to individuals than to large organizations with
many people, as it might be hard to pinpoint the single user of the organization
of whom the usage patterns are indicative. However, the massive amounts of data
stored by the organizations can provide a goldmine of data about its customers,
making the privacy concerns about its users critical.
The privacy, confidentiality and integrity of this sensitive data is especially
called into question given that the users, the CSPs, and the subcontractors often have conflicting goals. While subcontractors and CSPs view client data as a
tradeable asset that can be used for creating targeted advertising, marketing and
even service oriented tools, clients are often concerned about data privacy. In fact
there are significant statistics from both market research and academic research
that point to a major lack of security as one of the chief concerns of clients re-
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garding data and applications in the Cloud [16, 18, 7, 13]. Statistics from a study
conducted by the Poneman Institute and sponsored by Dome9 [18] revealed that
67% of the respondents claim that their organization is left vulnerable to hackers
due to lax port and firewall security for Cloud computing. 27% of respondents
rated their organization’s overall Cloud server security management as fair while
25% rate it as poor, bringing the total percentage of votes indicating a mediocre or
worse Cloud server security management to 52%. Further, 54% of the respondents
stated their IT staff had no knowledge about the potential risks of open firewall
ports in their Cloud environments.
An extra dimension of privacy concerns is added to MapReduce when it is
deployed on a Cloud. Initial constructions of MapReduce only ran in a single
trusted data center. However Cloud based MapReduce may use some nodes in
the public clouds that cannot be fully trusted [22, 23]. In a MapReduce Cloud,
as data flows freely to public servers that are not within the data owners’ control,
MapReduce does not offer guarantees on the nodes managing (possibly sensitive)
user data. On public or even hybrid clouds, a user submitting a job knows very
little about the nodes doing the computation, such as whether they are private
or public, their location, and their security configuration. Also, it is difficult to
request for a specific data processing setup that would provide some guarantees
on the quality of the nodes processing users’ input. For example, in the classic
word count example, a user may request that words from sensitive input files
except stop words (like “the”, “is”, “are”) be processed by nodes capable of file
level access control located in the U.S. domain. This request cannot currently be
satisfied without relying on a combination of cryptographic protocols and manual
configuration of the workers to ignore certain words.
With the exception of private clouds, the user cannot regain control by offloading these controls to the MapReduce Master node. The Master node, which is
the node coordinating the MapReduce computation, is only aware of the methods
called by the workers. In case of Azure, the Master is aware of the methods called
by the worker (e.g. the context method), and the properties of the method (e.g.
JobParameters, MapperType ), but not of their implementation (it does not know
how the MapperType is implemented) [10]. In case of Amazon’s Elastic MapReduce
(EMR), the Master may or may not have the insight into the mapper and reducer
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classes and methods, depending on how the particular application is created [9].
That is, it is possible to create applications where the workers’ classes are either
totally visible or totally abstract to the Master. For instance, in the Cisco Nexus
1000V InterCloud [24], not only are the virtual machines’ environment heterogeneous, but the actual physical hosts are also geographically distributed, and offer
different degrees of trust and security. In this case, the master node does not have
a complete control over any of the more secure nodes, unless the master node is
a part of the trusted network, in which case, it loses control over the non-secure
nodes. Another cloud computing platform where a single instance of a database
can be federated over globally distributed cloud computing environments, with no
robust trust guarantees, is the TransLattice Elastic Database 3.0 [25]. The trans
lattice platform is the the world’s first geographically distributed database, making
it very similar to a Cloud Service, if not a Cloud service itself. While it provides
data governance, and granular data location control, it does not provide any guarantees on the node’s security or processing capabilites. The Google MapReduce
design is similar, in that the classes of the workers are abstracted from the Master.
The Master is mainly concerned with sharding, and performance tracking [11].
Also, though methods such as homomorphic encryption [26, 27] or outsourced
private computation [28] can protect the data by processing them in the encrypted
domain, such approaches are typically computationally expensive and hence are
only feasible for selected applications [29]. An alternative approach is to ensure
that sensitive data are never stored and processed in the public cloud. Under
this approach, the input data are divided into pieces that are classified as either
sensitive or non-sensitive, and mechanisms are then in place to prevent leakage of
sensitive information to the public cloud during execution. The challenge then is
how to ensure that public cloud resources can be used efficiently in a cost effective
manner, and how to control that the assignment on public nodes is compliant with
the users’ requests.
Therefore, to make the data usable, and to take advantage of the computing
power, and portability offered by Cloud computing services it is essential to have
some sort of broker who will enable the user to interact with the CSPs. This
service can be provided by a Cloud brokerage system. The importance of such
a service is stressed by Gartner [30, 31], that defined different types of Cloud
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brokerage, including arbitrage, aggregation and intermediation. Similarly, other
recent work has acknowledged the increasingly important role of Cloud brokers,
[32, 33] and their multiple responsibilities, which range from service composition to
monitoring. Even Dell has recently claimed an interest in Cloud services brokering,
and has been working in partnership with VMWare to push out the same. One
of the best established brokers is CloudSwitch. Established in 2008 with service
for only Amazon EC2, it has the ability to provide federated services on demand
and make the cloud a secure and seamless extension of the enterprise data center
by working as the middleman [34]. RightScale is another cloud broker that offers
a cloud management platform that enables organizations to deploy and manage
applications across multiple clouds [35]. However, these brokers go no further than
allowing users to manage applications. They do not provide security assurances or
auditing, nor do they deal with the complexity of mode selection in MapReduce
Clouds.

1.1.2

Proposed Solution

GABE aims to bridge these gaps. GABE not only aims to empower users with
service selection but also provide them with tools for node selection, security and
accountability. GABE will empower users to select the CSPs appropriate to their
specific needs by providing them with a ranked list of CSPs by taking into consideration not only their queries but also hidden relationships between the CSPs themselves in form of shared subcontractors. GABE will address the lack of controls
in MapReduce node selection by means of a policy-based node selection framework. This framework is designed for node selection in any distributed system,
but GABE employs it specifically in the context of MapReduce. Accordingly, the
broker’s MapReduce module is referred to as PARiNgS: Policy driven mApReduce
Node Selection. It is a MapReduce extension to allow policy enforcement on the
nodes. The core idea underlying PARiNgS is to enable the enforcement of security requirements specified by users on the processing of their data by MapReduce
functions. These security requirements may express conditions, for example, on
the nodes’ functional capabilities, their locations and their cryptographic capabilities. Requirements are defined in terms of simple policy rules against the nodes
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that process the users’ sensitive data. To support an efficient and effective policy
driven node selection mechanism, we focus on attribute-based access control policies, wherein the attributes specify the properties against which some conditions
are specified.
The enforcement of the security requirements is elegantly interleaved with the
scheduling process of the tasks, performed by the Master nodes, and with other
intermediate steps of the task execution. Enforcement primarily deals with verifying the properties of workers, before allowing them to access the data they will be
processing. Note that, extracting, and, most importantly, verifying properties of
workers (e.g. location, supported cryptographic, and file level access control) is in
fact non-trivial in cloud computing infrastructure, given the possibly high-level of
virtualization and the lack of a centralized authority that can verify such properties
in an efficient fashion. The Master, for example, although in charge of partitioning and completing other tasks, typically has only selected information about the
nodes, and much of such information is not verified. To this end, we provide a
collaborative verification protocol, that allows remote verification of workers’ properties given a policy in a collaborative, yet secure fashion with limited overhead.
To minimize the risk of collusion, the workers’ verification is dynamic, and involves
different set of workers at each time, selected according a probabilistic algorithm.
Our framework also includes a tainting module, that taints any sensitive input
data before it is processed by the mappers, and at other intermediate steps of
the computation, as needed. The tainting module addresses the problem of data
tracking, that arises when the application transforms the input at intermediate
computation steps, so that the intermediate results are not of the same type as
the original input, thus challenging the the policy applicability during these steps.
To improve the security of the users’ data, GABE will also function as a distributed policy enforcement mechanism. Specifically, our approach binds the users’
policies with the data, so that both the policies and the data travel together in
a distributed environment. We achieve this strong coupling of policies and data
by leveraging object oriented programming techniques. Using encapsulation techniques also allows us to bind a distributed policy enforcement mechanism to the
traveling data, which works in tandem with the accountability framework to provide a strong security mechanism for the user. GABE will provide accountability
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information to the users, showing the usage of the users’ data by the CSPs, and
by other subcontractors. A key feature of GABE is that while it is designed and
deployed for Cloud computing, it can be deployed on any distributed computing
environment, specifically email systems, with minor modifications.

1.2

Contributions of this Dissertation

The first contribution of this dissertation is the design and development of a Cloud
brokerage system. Analogous to a stock broker, a Cloud broker is essentially an
intermediary between the user and the service providers, who helps the user with
the task of choosing services tailored to his need. Not only is the Cloud brokerage
system is responsible for matching up a user with a suitable service provider, it
is also responsible for enabling the transactions between parties that potentially
do not know each other. To achieve these two goals, the Cloud brokerage in its
very basic form attempts to obtain the privacy and usage policies of all the players
involved in a data transaction, and carries out policy matching to enable the data
transaction, while providing the parties involved with some proof of each other’s
reliability. However, a simplistic policy matching does not enable the best possible
use of the users’ data - both the data uploaded by users, and the usage data and
any other PII obtained by the CSP when the user signs up for the service. For
instance, some user requests can only be fulfilled by multiple CSPs. Providing a
brokerage system that identifies multiple CSPs to satisfy a single request poses
several security challenges. The process of selection itself can reveal the privacy
preferences of the users to the other two parties, as the heightened privacy for a
particular data item can be considered indicative of its sensitive nature. Further,
when multiple CSPs are involved, there is a chance that they connive to derive
sensitive information about the user, including the user’s usage patterns and privacy preferences. Hence, the process of CSP selection is a challenging job. In this
dissertation, we explore the major issues in CSP selection as the first challenge
faced by a Cloud brokerage system. Accordingly in this dissertation we design a
service selection algorithm that empowers clients to select the CSP or CSPs most
suitable to their needs. The algorithm selects and ranks CSPs based on the client’s
needs which are stated in a query, and aggregates the CSPs if necessary.
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Once the CSPs are selected, it is quite possible that the users have had no
previous transaction history with the CSPs in question. Therefore the reliability
of the CSPs is uncertain from the users’ perspective. This is turn calls the reliability
of subcontractors into question as they are the ones often providing crucial services
to the CSPs. Further, users have a lack of trust in allowing the service providers
to share the data with their subcontractors because once the data is given out by
the service providers to the subcontractors, the users no longer have any control on
this data. For example, users need to be able to ensure that their data is handled
according to the service level agreements made at the time they sign on for services
in the Cloud. Furthermore, the users need to be able to enforce any access policies
that have been agreed upon. Hence the data brokerage service also seeks to provide
aspects of policy enforcement and accountability. The importance of some form
of accountability is underscored by fact that the 42% of the respondents of the
Poneman study fear they wouldn’t know if their data or applications on their
Cloud were actually compromised or if a data breach occurred involving an open
port on a Cloud server [18].
Precisely, the second contribution of this dissertation is an accountability framework. Accountability focuses on keeping the data usage transparent and trackable.
In this dissertation, we explore the aspects of reliability and accountability as the
second challenge faced by a Cloud brokerage system. The Cloud brokerage service proposes to provide end-to-end accountability by combining the aspects of
authentication and access control. Conventional access control approaches developed for closed domains such as databases and operating systems, or approaches
using a centralized server in distributed environments are not suitable due to the
following features characterizing Cloud environments. First, data handling can be
outsourced directly by the CSP to other entities in the Cloud and these entities
can also delegate the tasks to others, and so on. Second, entities are allowed to join
and leave the Cloud in a flexible manner. As a result, data handling in the Cloud
goes through a complex and dynamic hierarchical service chain which does not exist in conventional environments. This need is best met by a dynamic, distributed
accountability system which is based on the notion of information accountability
[36]. Unlike privacy protection technologies which are built on the hide-it-or-lose-it
perspective, information accountability focuses on keeping the data usage trans-
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parent and trackable. Accordingly, GABE incorporates aspects of information
accountability to provide the users a sense of reliability of the Cloud.
The distributed access control and information accountability framework proposed in this dissertation is suitable for being deployed on the Clouds. Our proposed Cloud Information Availability (CIA) framework provides end-to-end accountability in a highly distributed fashion. One of the main innovative features of
this framework lies in its ability of maintaining lightweight and powerful accountability that combines aspects of access control, usage control and authentication.
Through it, data owners can track not only whether or not the service level agreements are being honored, but also enforce access and usage control rules as needed.
The final contribution of this dissertation is the development of the PARiNgS
framework as a part of GABE for policy driven node selection in Cloud service.
PARiNgS is studied specifically in the context of MapReduce in this dissertation,
but it can be applied as is for node selection in any distributed computing environment. It seamlessly integrates node selection with the scheduling process of the
tasks, performed by the Master nodes, and with other intermediate steps of the
task execution. The policy enforcement is achieved using a combination of data
tainting, pre-processing, and requirement checking. With regards to MapReduce
the key contributions of this dissertation are as follows:
• We propose the very first work to seamlessly integrate policy-driven node
selection in a MapReduce framework.
• We develop a synoptic yet eloquent policy language for users to express their
policies.
• We propose data pre-processing methods based on a tainting strategy. Our
tainting strategy ensures that the policy is applied to the sensitive data as it
gets processed at various nodes.
• We deploy PARiNgS on top of an actual MapReduce implementation and
demonstrate the scalability of our framework in terms of the additional time
taken for processing.
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1.3

Layout of this Dissertation

The rest of the Dissertation is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the background and related work. Section 3 presents a brief overview of the workflow of the
entire framework. Section 4 discusses in detail the process of Cloud Service Selection. Section 5 discusses the details of the PARiNgS framework for MapReduce.
Section 6 discusses in detail the information accountability framework. Section
7 presents the experiments conducted for the Cloud brokerage system. Section 8
contains the concluding remarks and possible directions for future work. Appendix
A presents a application scenario for the CIA architecture beyond the Clouds.

Chapter

2

Background and Related work
Cloud computing raises a range of important privacy issues as acknowledged by a
number of recent works [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. Concerns arise since in the Cloud
it is not clear to users why their personal information is requested or how it will
be used or passed on to other parties.
Despite increased awareness of the privacy issues in the cloud, little work has
been done in this space. Most of the work done to ensure privacy comprises of
general outsourcing techniques that have been investigated over the past few years
[43, 44, 45]. Even in the proposed outsourcing techniques, only [46] is specific for
the Cloud. However, some of the outsourcing protocols may also be applied in this
realm. Several cryptographic-based approaches for ensuring remote data integrity
have also been proposed.
In this section, we review related works addressing the privacy and security
issues in the Cloud. Specifically, we discuss works related to each aspect of our
research work, and conclude the section with a discussion of works focused on
distributed policy enforcement beyond the Cloud computing domain.

2.1

Work related to Cloud Brokerage and Service Selection

Some high level discussion on service provider selection and brokerage-based frameworks in the Cloud can be found in [47, 48, 33, 49]. In particular, Gartner [31]
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defined different types of Cloud brokerage, including arbitrage, aggregation and
intermediation. Similarly, other recent work has acknowledged the increasingly
important role of Cloud brokers, [48, 49] and their multiple responsibilities, which
range from service composition to monitoring. As acknowledged by this body of
work, the first step for a broker to fulfill these responsibilities is to rank and select
the appropriate Cloud service providers, based on the user’s requirements. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is not any existing work that provides
a specific solution. The only academic effort in this direction is from Buya et al.
[50] who provide a general description of the key role of Cloud broker services for
a market-oriented Cloud service. In addition, although not specific to Cloud brokers, Xin et al. [51] have considered collaborative protocols among Cloud service
providers for resource sharing. Xin et al. use trust as the criteria to select service
partners.
While Cloud brokerage and selection is a relatively unexplored topic, ranking
and selection algorithms have been studied in great depth in the context of WebServices. To date, most of the works on Web-Service selection are based on QoS
(Quality of Service) [52]. For instance, Kalepu et al [53] propose an objective
measure of QoS based on the extent up to which the Web-Service meets its service
level agreements. Similarly, Zeng et al. [54] present a middleware aimed at selecting
Web-Services for composition such that user satisfaction is maximized when it is
expressed as a utility over QoS functions, while satisfying user and service provider
constraints at the same time. The authors first identify five generic quality criteria
for elementary services, ranging from price to availability.
Web-Services composition from the standpoint of matching the semantics between the services requested have also been explored [55]. Paolucci et al. provided
a solution based on DAML-S, a DAML-based language for service description.
The authors perform a semantic matching between the request and an advertisement. Their algorithm sorts the matches found, but it does not define in detail
the criteria for the ranking. Web-Service composition approaches relevant to our
effort are those focused on business collaboration [56]. Bentallah et al. consider
consider fast composition, scalable composition and distributed composition as the
main issues surrounding Web-Services composition. They assume the existence of
a ranking algorithm and concentrate on how to compose the Web-Services given
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the participants.
Additionally, as we explain in Section 4.2.2.3, our work employs a recent highdimensional data indexing technique, i.e., the iDistance [57]. High-dimensional
data indexes [58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63] are typically used for retrieval of similar multimedia objects such as images, and videos. It is not trivial to adapt it to the Cloud
service provider selection. We propose a new encoding technique that represents
multiple properties of service providers. We also design novel querying techniques
that take into account unique characteristics in the Cloud such as the relationships
among service providers, which do not exist in conventional high-dimensional data
sets.

2.2

Accountability in Distributed Systems

One of the works most similar to ours in the goal of tight coupling of data and
policies is that on sticky policies by Pearson et al. The authors have proposed
accountability mechanisms for identity management to address privacy concerns
of end users [42] and then develop a privacy manager [64]. Their basic idea is that
the user’s private data is sent to the Cloud in an encrypted form, and the processing
is done on the encrypted data. The output of the processing is de-obfuscated by
the privacy manager to reveal the correct result.
In [65], Chun et al. present a layered architecture for addressing the end-to-end
trust management and accountability problem in federated systems. The authors
mainly leverage trust relationships for accountability, along with authentication
and anomaly detection. Their solution requires third party services to complete
the monitoring and focuses on lower level monitoring of system resources.
In general, researchers have investigated accountability mostly as a provable
property through cryptographic mechanisms, particularly in the context of electronic commerce [66, 67]. A representative work in this area is given by Corin et al.
[68]. The authors propose the usage of policies attached to the data and present
a logic for accountability data in distributed settings. Similarly, Jagadesaan et al.
recently proposed a logic for designing accountability-based distributed systems
[69]. In [67], Crispo and colleagues proposed an interesting approach related to accountability in case of delegation. In summary, all these works stay at a theoretical
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level and do not include any algorithm for tasks like mandatory logging.
To the best of our knowledge, the only work proposing a distributed approach
to accountability is from Lee and colleagues [70]. The authors have proposed an
agent-based system specific to grid computing. Distributed jobs, along with the
resource consumption at local machines are tracked by static software agents. The
notion of accountability policies in [70] is related to our algorithm which specifies
what accountability information is to be collected and whether a content protection
policy is to be enforced, but it is mainly focused on resource consumption and on
tracking of sub-jobs processed at multiple computing nodes, rather than access
control.
The accountability provided by GABE and the enforcement of content protection policies depends on the usage of object oriented programming techniques.
With respect to using object oriented programming techniques for security, our
methods are related to self-defending objects [71]. Self defending objects (SDO)
are an extension of the object oriented programming paradigm, where software
objects that offer sensitive functions or hold sensitive data are responsible for
protecting those functions/data. The authors rely on a centralized database to
maintain the access records, while the items being protected are held as separate
files.
In previous work, we provided a Java-based approach to prevent privacy leakage
from indexing [72], which could be integrated with the CIA framework proposed
in this work since they build on related architectures.
In terms of authentication techniques used during enforcement and auditing, Appel and Felten [73] proposed the Proof-Carrying authentication framework
(PCA). The PCA includes a high order logic language that allows quantification
over predicates, and focuses on access control for web-services. Using PCA helps
maintaining safe, high-performance, mobile code, it focuses on validating code,
rather than monitoring content.
In addition, our work may look similar to works on secure data provenance
[74, 75, 76], but in fact greatly differs from them in terms of goals, techniques and
application domains. Works on data provenance aim to guarantee data integrity by
securing the data provenance. They ensure that no one can add or remove entries
in the middle of a provenance chain without detection, so that data is correctly
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delivered to the receiver.
Finally, general outsourcing techniques have been investigated over the past few
years [45, 44]. Although only [46] is specific to the Cloud, some of the outsourcing
protocols may also be applied in this realm. In this work, we do not cover issues
of data storage security which are a complementary aspect of the privacy issues.

2.3

Background of MapReduce

MapReduce is a functional programming paradigm. It enables parallel programming of large data efficiently using multiple nodes. Its programming model is built
upon a distributed file system (DFS) which provides distributed storage. Programmers specify two functions: Map and Reduce. The Map function receives a
key/value pair as input and generates intermediate key/value pairs to be further
processed. The Reduce function merges all the intermediate key/value pairs associated with the same (intermediate) key and then generates final output. On
a cloud computing setting, these functions are orchestrated by the Master, and
carried out by the mappers, and reducers. The Master acts as the coordinator
responsible for task scheduling, job management, etc.
A Master’s module (typically the data partitioner) splits input data into a set
of M blocks, which will be read by M mappers through DFS I/O. The execution
of map and reduce tasks are automatically distributed across all the nodes in the
cluster. The map function takes as input one of the M blocks, which is defined
as a key-value pair, and produces a set of intermediate key-value pairs. The intermediate result is sorted by the keys so that all pairs with the same key will be
grouped together (the shuffle phase). If the memory size is limited, an external
sort might be used to deal with large amounts of data at one time. The locations
of the intermediate results are sent to the Master who notifies the reducers to
prepare to receive the intermediate results as their input. Reducers then use Remote Procedure Call (RPC) to read data from mappers. The user defined reduce
function is then applied to the sorted data; basically, key pairs with the same key
will be reduced in some way, depending on the user defined reduce function. Each
mapper will process the data by parsing the key/value pair and then generate the
intermediate result that is stored in its local file system. Finally, the output will
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be written to DFS.

2.3.1

Security and Privacy in MapReduce

There is growing interest in security of MapReduce [77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 26, 27, 28].
The Sedic framework [78], is the closest effort to ours. Sedic aims to partition
the data according to the inputs sensitivity level. If a data piece is sensitive, it is
sent to a sensitive mapper. For reducer computations, Sedic modifies the reducer
routines by checking whether they contain certain loop dependent variables: if
they do then the partition of sensitive and non-sensitive data is affected else data
from sensitive mappers can be pushed to non sensitive reducers. Sedic achieves
its goals by modifying how the data is read: normally, the entire data is read
using a single pointer, however with Sedic only a block of data is read using a
given pointer. As we discuss in Section 5.3.1, PARiNgs also includes algorithms
for data partitioning, in addition to checking that the workers satisfy user-specified
conditions before they are allowed to process the data.
Also closely related is the Airavat [79] project. Airavat is a security and privacy
framework for MapReduce systems. Airavat aims to enforce differential privacy, i.e.
it aims to ensure that the output of aggregate computations does not violate the
privacy of individual inputs. It does so by modifying the Java Virtual Machine and
the MapReduce framework by adding SELinux-like Mandatory Access Control to
the DFS. Not only does the methodology of Airavat differ from that of PARiNgS,
but the end goals of the frameworks are also different: While Airavat tries to
prevent the processing of the data by untrusted code, PARiNgS tries to prevent
the processing of the data by untrusted nodes.
Another related work, which, similar to our work, relies on distributed verification (see Section 5.4.1) is the SecureMR framework [81]. The framework is
intended to be a practical service integrity assurance framework for MapReduce.
It allows mappers to examine the integrity of data blocks from the DFS; verify the
authenticity and correctness of the mappers’ results; and allows users to check the
authenticity and correctness of the reducers’ final results.
Finally, we are loosely related to the body of work focusing on cloud computing
integrity of computation [82, 80, 83]. For example Moca’s [80] proposal deals with
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distributed results checking for MapReduce. The work relies on the distributed
voting method to check the correctness of the results produced by MapReduce.
This work is complementary to ours in that while it relies on a distributed approach, it verifies the correctness of the computation, rather than whether a user’s
requirements of the nodes are satisfied.

Chapter

3

Overview
In this dissertation, we present GABE, a brokerage system designed to provide
users a practical, easy to use framework to manage their interactions with the
CSPs from selection, and safeguard their data on the Cloud. The brokerage system
manages the interactions of the users with the CSPs from the first step of selecting
the appropriate service providers to the last step of using the experience with a
given CSP as a feedback for any future dealings. In Figure 3.1 , we sketch the flow
of operations in GABE.

Figure 3.1. Overview of the flow of operations in GABE

As seen in Figure 3.1, the current architecture of GABE consists of three main
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parts. The first part of the framework is in charge of helping the users select the
CSPs, and aggregating CSPs to satisfy the users’ requests if needed. We refer to
this part as the Cloud Service Selection (CSS) Framework. The second part of the
framework is responsible for performing the auditing mechanisms and enforcing the
policies which have been set by the users. We refer to the part of the brokerage system that is responsible for accountability as the Cloud Information Accountability
(CIA). The third part deals with policy-driven node selection and is used when
data storage, and more specifically data computation present certain functional
requirements. Examples of such requirements are capability to execute a specific algorithm, and non-functional requirements such as location of the provider’s
nodes, and their security and privacy guarantees. This part of the framework is
referred to as PARiNgS: Policy driven mAp Reduce Node Selection. Though
PARiNgS is specifically designed for MapReduce as suggested by its cronym, it
can be used to select nodes in any Cloud or distributed environment.
GABE’s first steps consist of collecting the privacy and usage policies of all
possible CSPs. It then tries to carry out a policy matching to enable the data
transaction by checking whether any of the terms of use of either the subcontractors
or the CSPs are conflicting with the requests of the user. However, this simplistic
policy matching does not enable the best use of the data possible. For instance,
multiple service providers could be more optimal for a user as opposed to a single
service provider, as they may prove to be more cost effective. GABE therefore
factors in the user’s preferences specified in his request, and accordingly ranks the
CSPs to reflect the same. Therefore, in case multiple CSPs are more cost effective,
and cost is one the user’s primary preferences, the multiple CSPs are ranked above
a single CSP.
Once the CSPs are agreed upon, the users begin the process of sharing their
data with the service providers and sending a request for data processing or storage.
The service chosen may simply be a storage service or may require computing,
both of which are done on nodes which meet policy specifications. GABE enables
the users to create an envelope for their data which provides accountability, with
optional policy enforcement. The accountability system encapsulates users’ data
in a distributed policy enforcement engine. The enforcement engine, which forms
one of the main components of the CIA is strongly bound with the data through
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executable policies, and travels with it. Strong binding is ensured even when
the data is copied and/or distributed to remote third party users. The engine
also performs logging of all the accesses made to the data. While logging, it sends
redundancy information to help with the recovery of logs back to the broker. Since
the enforcement and logging is performed by a distributed engine, the log files need
to be aggregated when they are sent to the user. The process of amalgamating
the log files is carried out by the component of the CIA that is resident on the
broker. Hence, the log files are actually collected at the broker, who sanitizes
and formats them before sending them back to the user. If the service chosen
requires computing on nodes which meet policy specifications, the broker takes
the additional steps of inserting the policy driven node selection logic into the
Master nodes of the architecture. This insertion is done using a software shim,
which equips the Master with the policy administration point (PAP) and a policy
information point (PIP) which are components of the PARiNgS framework. The
PAP and PIP are installed as a part of the users’ request.
Unlike the brokerage system defined in [84], the system in this dissertation
does not focus on service composition for the end user. That is, while GABE helps
the user select multiple CSPs either to satisfy his requirements, it does not merge
the services provided by the CSPs to present them as a single unit to the user.
Solving service selection is an important first step in making Cloud services more
approachable, because despite their advantages, the sheer number of choices can
be confusing, especially for key decision makers who are not technically inclined.
While service composition arguably has its benefits such as providing a seamless
experience to the user [52], it is often best for the user to know all the entities
involved in handling of his data. Further, the user has the ability to portion his
data according to his requirements and previous experiences, when the services are
not presented in a unified manner.

Chapter

4

Cloud Service Selection
4.1

Introduction

Cloud services offer an elastic and scalable IT task force in terms of storage space
and computing capabilities which is essential to most business owners, especially
small and medium sized businesses [24]. While this has fueled the large growth
in Cloud services, the growing number of Cloud services make it difficult for the
potential users to weigh and decide which options suit their requirements the best.
There is clearly a need of an additional computing layer on top the base service
provisioning to enable tasks such as discovery, mediation, and monitoring. This is
the first task accomplished by GABE.
The selection of Cloud providers requires addressing a number of interesting
questions raised by the unique characteristics of the Cloud computing environments. First, Cloud services may seem to resemble but are in fact very different
from Web-Services. For example, There is no standardized representation of the
Cloud providers’ properties. Also, the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) of Cloud
providers often vary in format and content. Therefore, Web-Service selection algorithms [53, 85, 86] cannot be directly applied to the Cloud domain. Secondly, a
Cloud user may have a service requirement that cannot be fulfilled by any single
service provider, thus requiring an aggregation of service providers. Aggregating service providers is very challenging in the Cloud due to complex relationship
among Cloud service providers that are built via subcontracting. For example,
when aggregating service providers that rely on the same contractor for storage
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space, we should be careful so as to avoid overextending the actual storage space.
Bearing these challenges in mind, in this dissertation we propose a comprehensive brokerage-based architecture to support Cloud service selection. In particular,
we propose an efficient indexing structure, the CSP (Cloud Service Provider) index, to manage the potentially large number of service providers. The CSP-index
is built based on a novel encoding technique that captures similarity among various
properties of service providers. With the aid of the CSP-index, we further design
the service selection algorithm that considers aggregation of services and provides
rankings of potential service providers. To evaluate our approach, we have collected real data from top 10 Cloud providers listed by SearchCloudComputing in
[47]. Our experimental study, presented in Chapter 7, demonstrates both efficiency
and effectiveness of our approach.

4.2

Overview of the CSS Framework

The overall architecture of the CSS Framework for a brokerage-based Cloud service
system is illustrated in Figure 4.1. There are three main entities in the system
excluding the subcontractors: Cloud service provider, Cloud broker, and end users.
For all practical purposes, the subcontractors can be treated as a part of the CSPs,
since they are directly involved only with the CSPs. The Cloud broker, which has
a contract with the Cloud service providers, collects their properties (e.g, service
type, unit cost, and available resources), and the consumer’s service requirements.
The Cloud broker analyzes and indexes the service providers according to the
similarity of their properties. Upon receiving the service selection request from
an end user, the Cloud broker will search the index to identify a ranked list of
candidate providers based on how well they match the user requirements. This list
forms the basis of the end users’ final decision. The realization of the architecture
includes two key technical issues. One is the construction of the index for managing
the service providers. The other is the query algorithm for the service selection.
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Figure 4.1. Service Selection Framework

4.2.1

Types of User Requests

A user sends a service selection query to the broker which specifies what properties and values he/she expects from the service providers. Our brokerage system
supports two types of queries as defined in the following.
Definition 1. An exact query on cloud services is in the form of Q = h(QP1 :
V1 ), (QP2 : V2 ), . . . , (QPk : Vk )i, where k ≤ 10, QPi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) is the property
that the user requests the service provider to possess, and Vi describes the user
expected value of property QPi .
Definition 2. An interval query on cloud services is in the form of Q = h(QP1 :
I1 ), (QP2 : I2 ), . . . , (QPk : Ik )i, where k ≤ 10, QPi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) is the property that
the user requests the service provider to possess, and Ii describes the range of user
expected values of property QPi .
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4.2.2

Indexing Cloud Service Providers

In face of a large number of Cloud service providers, it is important to design an
efficient index structure to facilitate information management and retrieval.
In face of a large number of cloud service providers, it is important to design
an efficient data structure to facilitate information management and retrieval. The
specific design goals are the following.
• If the broker needs to update a CSP’s information such as change of properties and available resources, the broker should be able to quickly locate
where the CSP is stored rather than scanning the whole database.
• Given a user’s service selection request, the broker should be able to narrow
down the search within a small group of eligible CSPs rather than checking
all CSPs against the user’s request.
To achieve the above goals, we propose a B + -tree which provides quick access to
individual CSPs and also groups CSPs with similar properties to facilitate queries.
The CSP-index is developed using the B+ -tree as the base structure since the
B+ -tree is widely adopted in commercial database systems and provides the great
foundation for our new index structure to be easily integrated to existing systems.
We elaborate on our initial design of the B+ -tree, by designing what we refer to as
a B cloud -tree.
The B cloud -tree is a multi-level balance tree as shown in Figure 6.1. Each node in
the B cloud -tree is of the same size (typically the size of a disk page), and contains
a number of equal-size entries. An entry in the leaf node stores the following
information of a CSP: hκ, ID, p1 , p2 , ..., p10 i, where κ is the indexing key of the
CSP whose identity is ID, and pi is the ith property of the CSP (0 ≤ i ≤ 10).
The internal nodes of the B cloud -tree serve as the search directory which contain
indexing keys and pointers to children nodes.
The B cloud -tree has a similar structure as the B+ -tree. The biggest advantage
of basing the B cloud -tree on the B+ -tree is that the B+ -tree provides the great
foundation for our new index structure to be easily integrated to existing systems
since the B+ -tree is widely adopted in commercial database systems. Moreover, we
can also leverage the same suite of efficient B+ -tree’s algorithms to search, insert,
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delete and update the information of a CSP (i.e., an entry in a leaf node). For
example, to search the properties of a CSP with a known indexing key, we start
from the root of the B cloud -tree, and look for the internal pointer that leads to the
range of keys including the CSP’s indexing key. The search just needs to access h
nodes to locate any given CSP where h is the height of the tree.
In the design of the B cloud -tree, the main challenge is the generation of the
indexing key. Specifically, the indexing keys determine the storage order of CSPs.
How the CSPs are stored has a great impact on the efficiency of answering a user’s
service request. The B cloud -tree just needs to access one node while the traditional
B+ -tree needs to check all the leaf nodes which ends up a linear search. Therefore,
the desired indexing keys in the B cloud -tree should be generated in the way that
CSPs with similar properties receive nearby indexing keys.
In what follows, we first describe the alternative data structures of the CSPindex and then present the index construction algorithms.
4.2.2.1

Data Structure

The internal nodes of the CSP-index have the similar format for both the B+ -tree
and the B cloud -tree, and serve as the search directory. Each entry in the leaf node
of the CSP-index has the following format: hKeysp , SID, p1 , p2 , ..., p10 i, where
Keysp is the indexing key, SID is the identity of the service provider, pi is the
ith property of the service provider. The generation of Keysp will be elaborated
in the next subsection. This work focuses on the ten properties most commonly
acknowledged as relevant properties of CSPs. We discuss the approach used to
identify these properties in Section 7.3.
• Service Type (p1 ). This denotes the type of service provided, which could
vary between service on-demand, and reserved instances, or refer to specialized services such as custom IPs in case of Amazon or caching in case of
Windows Azure.
• Security (p2 ). This denotes the level of security and/or privacy that can
be achieved using the various options provided by the Cloud provider. If the
service provider satisfies three or more of the Information Security guidelines listed in the Security Guidance for Critical Areas of Focus in Cloud
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Computing published by the Cloud Standards group [19], apart from the
compliance or risk management guidelines, the service providers are classified as having high security. If they satisfy only the compliance, legal or
risk management guidelines they are classified as having medium security.
Else they are classified as having low security. Accordingly, when the service
provider offers advanced security services such as Access Control, offered by
Windows Azure, or it adopts a number of security standards (e.g., secure
connections), the level of security is labeled as high. When there are security
options, but these options are limited to secure passwords and encryption as
in case of Rackspace, the level of security that can be achieved is considered
to be low. When the features do not include detailed access control options,
but still provide improved security through automatic security updates, as
Google does for its Clouds, then the security level is considered to be medium.
• Quality of service (QoS, p3 ). QoS is determined by the Cloud broker
which analyze the collected information about service providers over time,
and ratings provided by other vendors. It is briefly represented using value
high, low or medium.
• Measurement units (p4 ). This represents in what terms the service can be
charged. Measurement can be in terms of memory used, the number of the
transactions, the number of connections or data transfers, or the time taken
for the data transfer.
• Pricing Units (p5 ). This indicates how long a service is reserved for. For
example, the price could be charged per hour, per month or per year.
• Instance sizes (p6 ). This refers to the amount of resources used at a given
instant by the user. The size may vary from micro (in case of Amazon EC2)
to small, medium, large, or extra large to something such as quadruple extra
large provided by Amazon EC2.
• Operating system (p7 ). This indicates that the operating system could be
Linux or Windows.
• Pricing (p8 ). This is the actual price for the usage of the cloud service.
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• Pricing sensitivity to regions (p9 ). This denotes if the price varies by
region.
• Subcontractors (p10 ). This indicates if subcontractors are present, and if
so, what kind of services they provide. We represent this property using a
binary bit array with three bits. The first bit is set to 1 if subcontractors
are present. The second bit is set to 1 if the subcontractor provides computational or storage services. The third bit is set to 1 if the subcontractor
provides security, privacy, or search related services.
While the same properties are considered for the B cloud -tree, the property encoding in the data structure is slightly modified as follows:
4.2.2.2

Property Encoding

The property encoding transforms various types of CSP properties into decimal
values. The encoding algorithms differs according to the types of the properties.
• Service Type (p1 ): Since services may be described in different ways, we
employ the oneR mining algorithm, where the name of the service types is
given as the input for the mining, to identify similar services. According to
the mining result, service types falling into the same group will be assigned
the same encoding. For example, if there are total 100 types of services
identified, the domain of the encoding will be from the numerical value 1 to
100.
• Properties with continuous values: This category includes the properties: pricing (p8 ), instance sizes (p6 ) (e.g., requested storage capacity), pricing
unit (p5 ) and measurement unit (p4 ). For such type of properties, we first
partition the domain of the corresponding property into n ranges, where n
is a tunable system parameter. Then we represent each range using one bit.
If a CSP’s property falls into a given range, the respective bit will be set to
1. Finally, we convert the binary representation to a decimal value.
Example 1. Assume that the domain of storage space provided is divided
into four ranges: [10G,∞), [1G,10G), [500M,1G), [0,500M). If the storage
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capacity of a service provider is 800M to 2G, the second and the third bits
will be set to 1, resulting in the encoding ‘0110’.
• Properties with categorical values: This category includes the following properties: security (p2 ), quality of service (p3 ), operating system (p7 ),
pricing sensitivity (p9 ). Such properties are typically represented by a categorical value. For each of the categorical value, we assign a distinct numerical
value. For example, the property “quality of service” can be described using “high”, “medium”, “poor”. Correspondingly, we convert it to numbers
“3”(high), “2”(medium), “1”(poor).
• Relationship property: This refers to the specifical property “Subcontractor” (P10 ) which describes the relationship among the CSPs built upon
subcontracting. We represent the relationship using a binary bit array with
three bits. The first bit is set to 1 if subcontractors are present. The second
bit is set to 1 if the subcontractor provides computational or storage services.
The third bit is set to 1 if the subcontractor provides security, privacy, or
search related services. Then, the binary value is converted into a decimal
value.
In addition, if a service provider does not have specific value for certain properties, the encoding of that property will be set to the default value 0.
4.2.2.3

Index Construction for the B + -tree

The novelty of the CSP-index lie in the construction of the index keys for service
providers that can speed up the query processing. Intuitively, service providers
with similar properties should be stored close to each other. In this way, once the
broker identifies a candidate service provider in the index, the broker can quickly
locate other candidates with closely matching properties since they are stored together. To achieve this, we propose the following key generation method that
captures the similarity among service providers accurately while being efficient.
The algorithm consists of three major steps. The first step is to encode the properties of the service provider, and the second step is to encode the relationships
among service providers built by subcontracts. Finally, the service providers are
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to be clustered based on the encoding to construct the index key. We elaborate
each step in the following.
Step 1: Initial Grouping of Service Providers.
We first group service providers based on their service types, and functional
properties. Precisely, we use algorithms such as the oneR mining algorithm over
the entire set of service providers with the service type being the attribute over
which the algorithm is run.
Step 2: Property Encoding.
For each type of service providers, we encode their properties. The overall idea
is to use a bit array to store the values of the service provider’s properties. The
bit array is of the same size for every service provider. The bit array consists of
9 sections corresponding to the first 9 properties identified in Section 4.2.2.1. The
number of bits used for each section is based on the domain of each property. The
encoding differs according to the types of the properties.
For properties with continuous values, such as the cost, the storage capacity,
we partition its domain into n ranges and represent each range using a bit.
Example 2. Assume that the domain of storage space provided is divided into
four ranges: [10G,∞), [1G,10G), [500M,1G), [0,500M). If the storage capacity of
a service provider is 800M to 2G, the second and the third bits will be set to 1,
resulting in the encoding ‘0110’.
For properties with categorical values, we use a numerical value to represent
it. For example, the property “service quality” can be described using “high”,
“medium”, “poor”.

Correspondingly, we convert it to numbers “3”(high),

“2”(medium), and “1”(poor). A typical example of a descriptive property is the
privacy level. In addition, if a service provider does not have specific value for
certain properties, the corresponding sections in the bit array will be set to ‘0’.
Step 3: Relationship Encoding.
The CSP-Index also maps any relationships among the service providers. These
relationships often result because of service providers subcontracting to others. To
this end, the subcontractors of a service provider are stored using a bitmap hash
table. The length of the bitmap table is the same for each service provider. Then,
the IDs of subcontractors are hashed and the corresponding bit is set to 1 in
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the hash table. Just like the other properties of the service provider, this too is
a bit array. It always consists of three bits - the first bit denotes whether the
subcontractor is shared with another provider, the second bit denotes whether
the services provided by the subcontractor affect the providers’ computation or
storage, and third bit denotes if the services provided affect the providers’ privacy
or security.
Step 4: Encoding Integration.
After the encoding, each service provider i has a set of binary strings mapping
each property, and a bit-array as the result of the relationship encoding. Then, we
generate the integrated encoding by concatenating the bits representing the service
type with the XOR-ed results of the remaining property encodings (as shown in
Equation 4.1).
Espi = p1i ||(p2i ⊕ p3i ⊕ p4i ⊕ p5i ⊕ p6i ⊕ p7i ⊕ p8i ⊕ p9i ⊕ p10i )

(4.1)

Performing the XOR operations on the strings helps condense the resulting string
to a small size, while still preserves the similarity between service providers. The
idea is illustrated by the following example.
Example 3. Consider the following small set of properties with divided value
domains for example:
• Service type: 0001, 0002,...,1000
• Storage : [10G, ∞), [1G, 10G), [500M, 1G), [0, 500M)
• Cost: [50cents/min, 1 Dollar/min], [10 cents/min, 50 cents/min),
[0, 10cents/min)
• Service quality: 3-High, 2-medium, 1-poor
• Privacy protection: 3-High, 2-medium, 1-poor
Suppose that a service provider SP1 provides service type ‘0001’, 800M to 2G
storage space to each end user at 10 cents/min with medium service quality
and medium privacy protection. The corresponding encoding of each property
is: ‘0110’(storage), ‘010’(cost), ‘010’(service quality), ‘010’(privacy). The final integrated encoding for the service provider is then computed as follows:
Esp1 = 0001||(0110 ⊕ 010 ⊕ 010 ⊕ 010) = 00010100
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Step 5: Index Key Generation
We employ the k-means algorithm [87] to cluster all the service providers based
on the Hamming distance between their final encodings, where k is equal to the
number of service types. An auxiliary structure is maintained to store the cluster
centers. Then, we leverage the idea of the iDistance [88] to generate the indexing
key Keysp . Using iDistance allows us to index the service points as data points, on
a B+ -tree like index structure, which as described earlier is particularly suited for
this problem space due to its wide adoption in commercial database systems.
To generate the index key, we first compute the Hamming distance (denoted
as Dh ) between the encoding of each service provider and its closest cluster center.
Then, we add a scaling value S to Dh to form the index key Keysp . The scaling value
is used to partition the dimensional space into regions, where each region holds a
cluster of points close to each other. Therefore, the scaling value depends upon
the number of regions we aim to generate. The value S is directly proportional
to the number of service types encountered, since the number of regions must be
proportional to the number of service types. k is the constant used to stretch the
index values so that the partitioning of the CSPs is easier. Equation 4.2 summarizes
the key generation, where Espi is the property encoding of service provider i, and
Eck is the encoding of the cluster center ck which is closest to the service provider
i.
Keysp i = S · k + Dh (Espi , Eck )

(4.2)

Once the indexing key is generated, the insertion and deletion in the CSP-index
resembles that in the B+ -tree. An example CSP-index is shown in Figure 4.2.
4.2.2.4

Indexing Key Generation for the Bcloud -tree

After the property encoding, a CSP is described by 10 decimal values. Next, we aim
to generate the indexing keys based on the encoded properties of the CSP. Recall
that the indexing key should have the property that CSPs with similar properties
(i.e., the encoding value of the properties), should obtain closer indexing keys so
that they will be placed closer in the index to speed up the subsequent service
selection. To achieve that, we leverage one of the space-filling curves, the Z-curve
[89]. The reason to choose the Z-curve is manifold. First, it has been implemented
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Figure 4.2. Structure of CSP-Index

in many commercial databases just like our base structure, the B+ -tree, which
will help the deployment of our approach in practice. Second, the Z-curve has an
important property that satisfies our need. Specifically, the Z-curve maps a data
point in a multi-dimensional space to a single-dimensional value. The resulting
one dimensional value has the proximity property that: for points which are closer
in multi-dimensional space, they are very likely to receive closer one-dimensional
value. For example, consider the data points (x,y), (x,y), which are near each
other in the 2-dimensional space. Their Z-curve values are also closer to each
other, which are xxx, yyy respectively. If we consider the coordinates of the data
points as the properties of CSPs, the corresponding Z-curve values can then be used
as the indexing keys. Notice that there are some cases where the Z-curve values
cannot preserve the proximity properties. However, previous work [89] shows that
Z-curve is quite effective (i.e., keeping the proximity property) for 10-dimensional
data, which matches our case. In addition, Z-curve can be computed efficiently.
We now continue to elaborate how to employ the Z-curve to transform the
encoded properties to the indexing key. There are three major steps.
• Given a service provider CSP1 (p1 , ..., p10 ) and its property encodings denoted
as CSP1 (e1 , ..., e10 ), the broker converts each encoding into a binary representation: ei → bei (1 ≤ i ≤ 10). The binary representation is normalized to
be of the same length for all the properties. The normalization is done by
taking the longest binary value as the standard length l of all binary values.
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If an initial binary value does not have l bits, we fill up its beginning bit
positions with 0.
• Then, we concatenate the binary encoding of the service type with the result
of interleaving the binary values of the remaining 9 property’s encodings. Let
[bei ]j denote the j th bit of bei . The interleaving process is as follows, where
the symbol “||” denote bit concatenation.
Z = [be1 ]||[||lj=2 (||10
i=1 [bei ]j )]

(4.3)

• The last step is to convert Z into a decimal value, which would be the
indexing key of the CSP1 : Z → κ.
For better understanding, we step through the key generation processing using
the following example.
Example 4. Consider the following small set of properties with divided value
domains for example:
• Service type: 0001, 0002,...,1000
• Storage: [10G, ∞), [1G, 10G), [500M, 1G), [0, 500M)
• Pricing: [50cents/min, 1 Dollar/min], [10 cents/min, 50 cents/min),
[0, 10cents/min)
• Quality of service: 3-High, 2-medium, 1-poor
• Security: 3-High, 2-medium, 1-poor
Suppose that a service provider CSP1 provides service type ‘0001’, 800M to
2G storage space to each end user at 10 cents/min with medium service quality
and medium privacy protection. The corresponding encoding of each property is:
‘0110’(storage), ‘010’(pricing), ‘010’(service quality), ‘010’(privacy). After normalization, we have the following binary values for each property:
service type: ‘0001’
storage: ‘0110’
pricing: ‘0010’
privacy: ‘0010’
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Next, we interleave the property encodings and obtain the Z-value ‘000001000
1111000’. Its corresponding decimal value is 1144, which will be used as the indexing key for this CSP.
Once the indexing key is generated, the insertion and deletion in the Bcloud -tree
resembles that in the B+ -tree.

4.3

Service Selection

Indexing allows the broker to arrange the service providers in a fashion suitable
for quick retrieval. The broker exploits this arrangement to retrieve the service
providers that satisfy a user’s query. In what follows, we first define the service
selection query and then present the query algorithm.

4.3.1

The B+ -tree

The B+ -tree helps the broker arrange the service providers in a way that facilitates
fast information retrieval, and provides the unique advantage that it is often used
in many commercial databases. It thus forms the natural choice for indexing what
can be considered as a database of CSPs.
4.3.1.1

Query Definition for using the B+ -tree

A user sends a service selection query to the broker which specifies what properties
and values he/she expects from the service providers. A formal definition of the
service selection query is given below.
Definition 3. A CSS query is in the form of Q = h(QP1 : D1 ), (QP2 : D2 ), . . . ,
(QPk : Dk )i, where QPi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) is the property that the user requests the
service provider to possess, and Di describes the user expected values of property
QPi . QP1  QP2  ...  QPk denotes the order of importance of the properties
to the user. The result of the query will be the service provider that satisfies the
most property requirements.
An example service selection query may look like: Q = h(Service T ype :
0001), (Cost : [50cents/min, 80cents/min]))i. At the user-end, a simplified GUI
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with check boxes and drop down lists is provided, to facilitate property selection.
The user needs not enter values for the entire list of properties, but only those that
are relevant to him/her. The use of such GUI also ensures that the input for the
Cloud broker is in a machine recognizable form so that the broker does not need
to further clean the user’s input before processing it.
4.3.1.2

CSS Query Algorithm for the B+ -tree

Querying the list of service providers consists of four phases: (1) query encoding;
(2) k nearest neighbor search; (3) refinement; (4) consideration of special criteria.
The query encoding converts the user query into the form of an index key of the
CSP-index. Based on the query encoding, the k nearest neighbor search returns k
candidate service providers whose index keys are similar to the query encoding, and
hence may satisfy the query requirements. The last two phases further exam the
properties of the candidate service providers and their relationship to find the best
combination of service providers that addresses the user’s needs. The pseudocode
is reported in Algorithm 1. We detail the key steps of each phase as follows.
Step 1: Query Encoding.
Given a user query, the Cloud broker treats the property requirements in the
query as properties of a new service provider, and encodes the properties in the
same way as presented in Step 1 of the index construction in Section 4.2. The
obtained property encoding is compared with the cluster centers stored in the
auxiliary structure. The cluster center with the smallest hamming distance to the
property encoding is selected. Then, we use Equation 4.2 to generate the index
key value for this query.
Step 2: K-nearest neighbor search.
Based on the obtained index key value of the query (denoted as Keyq ), we
search the CSP-index to find the k candidate service providers whose property
encodings are the k nearest neighbors of Keyq . The search starts from the root
of the CSP-index. We follow the path that contains the entry with the smallest
hamming distance to Keyq , until reach the leaf node of the CSP-index. Then, we
examine the property encodings stored in the leaf nodes and find the k nearest
values to Keyq . If the leaf node does not contain k entries, we expand the search
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to its neighboring leaf nodes in both sides until k nearest neighbors are found.
Here, the chosen of the value of k, i.e., the number of neighbors to be considered,
is critical to the overall performance. If too few neighbors are retrieved, we may
not find the service provider which fully satisfy the query requirements. This is
because the CSP-index stores service providers according to the similarity between
all of their properties, in order to be versatile for different queries. A specific query
usually focuses on a smaller set of properties, and hence the k nearest neighbors
retrieved based on all properties may not contain the best solution regarding the
querying properties. On the other hand, if k is too large, it will slow down the
search process as well as the subsequent refinement phase. This value of k is
therefore decided by a trial and error process. Based on extensive experiments, we
set k to the 10th of the total number of service providers.
Step 3: Refinement.
From the obtained candidate service providers, the refinement phase finds the
service providers or the combinations of service providers that satisfy the query
requirements.
The first step of the refinement is to further reduce the number of service
providers that need to be fully examined. Specifically, we only consider top k2 service providers in the k candidates obtained from the previous step, where k2  k.
To find the top k2 service providers, we create a new run-time index for k candidates based on only the properties listed in the query. The key of each candidate
provider in the run-time index is computed based on new property encoding similar to Equation 4.1: Keyspi = QP1 ⊕ QP2 ⊕. . .⊕QPn , where QP1 , . . ., QPn are
the properties listed in the query. For example, if the user lists only service type,
instance size, and cost in the query, then only these three properties are used to
form the key for the run-time index. The run-time index helps to quickly order the
k candidate service providers according to their closeness to the query. Here the
closeness is measured using the hamming distance between the index key and the
query. Then, we execute a k2 -NN query to retrieve the top k2 service providers.
The next step is to consider each querying property individually and sort the
k2 service providers in an ascending order of their hamming distances for that
property. Suppose that there are n querying properties. We obtain n sorted
lists of service providers corresponding to each property. Recall that the querying
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properties are given in a decreasing order of importance in the query. Therefore, we
start from the sorted list of the first (i.e., the most important) querying property,
and apply a greedy algorithm to find the best combination of service providers
that meets the user’s service requirements.
In particular, we first select the service provider on top of the first sorted list.
We remove the satisfied querying properties from subsequent process, and adjust
partially satisfied querying properties. For example, if the user requests 20GB
of storage space, while the selected service provider only has 5GB available, we
adjust the querying property on storage space to 15GB (=20GB-5GB) and look
for more service providers. As long as there are unsatisfied querying properties,
we continue the selection of service providers by looking into the list of the next
important unsatisfied property, and repeat the process. The selection process stops
when all querying properties are satisfied. This set of service providers is sent
to the next phase (discussed in Step 4) to verify possible collision and collusion
among them caused by the shared subcontractors. If there exists any collision
or collusion in current solution, Step 4 will return a ranking for this solution to
indicate its collision and collusion degree. The higher the ranking, the less the
collision or collusion. The service selection process will be repeated to find other
possible combinations of service providers until a better solution cannot be found.
The final output of the service selection algorithm may contain a ranked list of
solutions to let end users to make the final decision.
Step 4: Consideration of Special Criteria
The possibility of a collision or collusion between service providers needs to be
considered during their selection.
• Collision is the occurrence of a lack of a promised immutable resource due
to the dependence of the selected service providers on the same contractor
who promises the resource to all of them, not accounting for a simultaneous
demand from all. For example, let us consider two service providers SP1
and SP2 , who both lease 50 GB of storage space from a subcontractor C1.
C1 can guarantee both SP 1 and SP 2 the 50GB provided there are no restrictions on the region in which the storage servers are located, being that
it has a part of its servers in USA and the rest in China. When a user re-
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quests a 100GB of storage space, SP 1 and SP 2 can fulfill this requirement
together by depending on C1. However, if the user specifies that the servers
be from a certain region, such as USA, then a collision occurs if the shared
subcontractor is not taken into account.
• Collusion is the ability of service providers or subcontractors to derive more
information or meta-information about the data stored on their resources,
without the explicit permission or even the knowledge of the user. It occurs
due to the providers or subcontractors cross-referencing two or more data
sets. For example, if the selected service providers for a given user request,
uses the same subcontractor that provides a record maintenance service, this
subcontractor is then possible to identify that the data stored by these service
providers are actually linked to the same user, and take advantage of such
extra knowledge to infer user’s information.
To detect collision and collusion, we verify the subcontractor encoding (p10 ) of
the service providers in the solution obtained from Step 3, to see if they have any
subcontractor in common. The verification is conducted by computing pi10 AN D
pj10 pairwise for each pair of service providers i, j in the solution. If any of the
binary bit arrays that result from any of these ANDs have the first bit as 1, that
means the service providers share a subcontractor. Otherwise, that means they do
not have any subcontractor in common and the entire algorithm stops.
If there are shared subcontractors, we further quantify the degree of collision
and collusion by assigning a ranking to the solution. Simply put, a solution that
contains more shared subcontractors with more important properties will be assigned a lower rank. Specifically, we analyze the AND results of the subcontractor
encodings (p10 ) of each pair of service providers in the solution. If the AND result contains 1 in the second bit that represents storage space sharing, that means
the corresponding pair of service providers may encounter a collision issue. If the
AND result contains 1 in the third bit that represents security aspects, that means
there may be a collusion issue. According to the order of the properties listed in
the query, we know which property is more important, the storage space or the
security aspect. The final ranking is then determined by the weighted sum of the
number of collision and collusion, where larger weight is given to the more important property. The ranking is returned to Step 3 to check if there is a need to find
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other solutions.

4.3.2

The Bcloud -tree

Despite being quick, the B+ -tree sacrifices some of the preciseness due to XOR-ing
of the properties to form the index key. To overcome this issue we investigate
another technique of encoding, which we refer to as the Bcloud -tree. The Bcloud -tree
helps the broker arrange the service providers in a way that facilitates fast information retrieval. Recall that two common types of service selection are defined in
Section 4.2.1: (i) the exact query; (ii) the interval query. Both types of queries
can be answered using a three-phase query scheme: (1) generating query encoding;
(2) searching the Bcloud -tree; (3) refine the search results and considering special
criteria. The query encoding converts the user query into the form of intervals of
indexing keys that cover CSPs who may satisfy the query. Based on the query encodings, we then search the Bcloud -tree to locate the candidate CSPs. The last step
is to further examine the properties of the candidate CSPs and their relationship
to find the best combination of service providers that addresses the user’s needs.
We detail the key steps of each phase in the following subsections.
4.3.2.1

Query Encoding for the Bcloud -tree

For both exact queries and interval queries, the first step is the query normalization
which fills in the non-query properties using the property domains so that all the
10 properties are associated with a query domain. Since the exact query is a special
case of an interval query, we define the query normalization on the interval query
directly.
Definition 4. Query Normalization: Let Q=(QP1 :I1 , ..., QPk :Ik ) be an exact or
an interval query. For each property pj ∈
/ QPi (1 ≤ i ≤ k), create a query interval
N Pj = (pj : D1 ) where Dj is the domain of the property pj . Then, a normalized
Q’ will be in the form of Q=(QP1 :I1 , ..., QPk :Ik , N P1 , ..., N Pn ), where n is the
total number of properties not listed in Q.
Observe that the number of combinations of property values in the query range
could be huge. The computation of indexing keys for all the combinations will be
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very time consuming. Instead of doing these one-by-one computation, it would
be more efficient if we can find out the boundaries of the corresponding indexing
keys, and execute interval queries rather than single point queries in the Bcloud tree. After examining the properties of the Z-curve, we notice that the minimum
and maximum indexing key values of a query are reached by taking all the lower
and upper boundaries of the query properties respectively. The formal definition
of the boundaries of the query indexing keys is given below.
l
u
Definition 5. Let Q=(QP1 :[V1l , V1u ], ..., QPk :[Vkl , Vku ], N P1 : [[Vk+1
, Vk+1
], ...,

N Pn : [V10l , V10u ]) be a normalized interval query, where Vjl and Vju denote the lower
and upper bounds of the interval respectively. Let κl be the indexing key computed
l
from (QP1 :V1l , ..., QPk :Vkl , N P1 : Vk+1
, ..., N Pn : V10l ), and let κu be the indexing
u
key computed from (QP1 :V1u , ..., QPk :Vku , N P1 : Vk+1
, ..., N Pn : V10u ). Then, for

any CSP=(p1 ,.., p10 ) whose pj ∈ [Vjl , Vju ] (for all 1 ≤ j ≤ 10), its indexing key
κcsp will be in the following range: κl ≤ κcsp ≤ κu
The range of the query indexing keys obtained from Definition 5 could still be
too large due to false positives, where some indexing key values are within the
boundaries but the corresponding points are not in the query range. As a tradeoff
between query accuracy and efficiency, we take three values of indexing keys: the
minimum, the median, and the maximum. We then conduct the k nearest neighbor
search for the these three values as elaborated in the following subsection.
4.3.2.2

CSS Query in the Bcloud -tree

The output from the last step will contain three indexing key values: minimum
boundary (denoted as κmin ), median (κmed ), and maximum (κmax ). For each of
the query indexing key, we search from the root of the Bcloud -tree and locate the
leaf node that contains the range of keys including this query indexing key. It
may happen that the leaf node does not have the exact value of the querying key
since there is not such a service provider who matches the query requirements.
In this case, we will find the closest value to the querying indexing key and start
the search. From the located starting value (either the exact querying indexing
key or the closest one), we will find its k nearest neighbors. For κmin , we look
for k neighbors which have key values greater than it; for κmed , we look for k
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neighbors from both sides; for κmax , we look for k neighbors that are smaller than
it. During the search, if the leaf node containing the query indexing key does not
have k entries, we expand the search to its neighboring leaf nodes along the search
direction until k nearest neighbors are found.
Here, the chosen of the value of k, i.e., the number of neighbors to be considered,
is critical to the overall performance. If too few neighbors are retrieved, we may
not find the service provider which fully satisfy the query requirements. This is
because the Bcloud -tree stores service providers according to the similarity between
all of their properties, in order to be versatile for different queries. A specific query
usually focuses on a smaller set of properties, and hence the k nearest neighbors
retrieved based on all properties may not contain the best solution regarding the
querying properties. On the other hand, if k is too large, it will slow down the
search process as well as the subsequent refinement phase. This value of k is
therefore decided by a trial and error process. We will present the tuning of the k
in Chapter 7, where our experimental evaluation is provided.

Chapter

5

Policy-Based Node Selection in
MapReduce
5.1

Overview

Once the service is selected by the users, the users often need to select worker
nodes and storage nodes for their tasks. The need for node selection is especially
pertinent when MapReduce tasks are involved. As mentioned in the introduction,
the component of GABE which helps users with node selection is referred to as
the PARiNgS framework. PARiNgS focuses specifically on MapReduce tasks, but
can be adapted to node selection for any tasks in a Cloud. Its effectiveness is
easily understood in a hybrid cloud, where the worker nodes may belong to both
private customer-controlled clouds or public clouds wheree the customers do not
manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure, network, servers, operating
systems, storage, or even individual application capabilities. The PARiNgS framework enables users to express security requirements that are applied to their data
scattered across the cloud and processed by MapReduce functions. We assume
that the Master node is always under the control of the cloud service provider,
and therefore can be fully trusted. Although we do not trust the workers to the
same degree as the Master since they maybe easily compromised, we assume that
workers in the cloud are cooperative and willing to follow the PARiNgS protocols
unless they are compromised.
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Figure 5.1. Overview of the main PARiNgS framework

Figure 5.1 illustrates the main components of the PARiNgS framework and
their interactions. As shown, the framework includes the following components:
(1) a client plugin for policy specification. Following the model proposed by [90] we
assume that policy specification is supported by the availability of a service, the semantic based policy management service (SBPMS). The SBPMS enables the cloud
users to specify, edit and manage their access policies. The access policies express
conditions against properties of the workers managing the users’ data. SBPMS also
conducts a conflict resolution on the policies to resolve possible conflicts and export
the policies into the Master node. Therefore, SBPMS acts as policy administration point (PAP) and a policy information point (PIP). (2) A policy enforcement
point (PEP) module, installed at the Master node, which coordinates distributed
evaluation of users’ policies. The policy decision point includes a tainting module,
that pre-processes and prepares the data for policy compliant computation, at the
intermediate steps of the MapReduce processing. The evaluation of the policies is
interleaved with the scheduling process of the MapReduce tasks. (3) One or more
“target” worker nodes, whose properties are evaluated, so as to assess their eligibility to access portion of the input for MapReduce processing. (4) Multiple workers
across the public and private clouds that, in synch with the Master node, act as
verifiers and establish “target” worker’s abilities to satisfy the policies, defining a
distributed Policy Decision Point for the architecture (PDP).
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The execution of PARiNgS-MapReduce programs is similar to MapReduce programs, the difference being that nodes processing MapReduce tasks on a given
client input are selected according to clients’ policies, while preserving the original
execution flow. For instance, consider the classic word count example, wherein a
user would request that only non-sensitive words can be processed by public clouds
located in the USA. In this case, the Master node, upon receiving the policy, completes two preliminary steps: (1) it pre-processes the input data to partition them
according to the user’s policies (that is, it separates sensitive and non-sensitive
words, and partitions the data in “policy-compliant” partitions), and (2) it triggers the property verification protocols, to identify nodes capable to carry out the
required MapReduce tasks that also meet the users’ policy requirements (e.g. it
verifies which nodes are public and which ones are in the USA). The protocols
for property verification are property-specific. With the exception of few selected
properties that are fully under control and verified by the Master, the verification protocols of properties of unknown veracity1 , to ensure scalability and avoid
dangerous bottlenecks. Upon verification of the policy’s satisfiability, the data distributed by the Master becomes available to the eligible nodes, starting the process
at the mappers. As the mappers complete their tasks, the control is back to the
Master. The Master, upon reshuffling the data, in accordance with the application’s logic and MapReduce routines, re-assigns the intermediate data to worker
nodes for reduce tasks, after having re-applied the policies. To keep track of the
input data and its related policies, as they go through intermediate stages, data
may be tainted as part of the pre-processing stage.

5.2

Policy Model In MapReduce

We propose the following policy model for use with the PARiNgS framework. The
model allows a user to specify confidentiality requirements on their data being
processed by MapReduce. It is formally defined as follows.
Definition 6. PARiNgS consists of the following components:
1
The Master may have knowledge of nodes’ claims, e.g. a node’s location, but not have verified
them.
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• A set U of users, a set N ode of worker nodes each of which is described by a
set of node properties W = {w1 , ..., wn }, a set of datasets D. Each dataset
is described by a set of data attributes A = {a1 , ..., am }, and a condition
language Lc .
• A PARiNgS policy of a user u consists of a set of rules and a rule combining
algorithm: Pu = {{R1 , R2 , . . . , Rk }, RCA}, where RCA is a rule combining
algorithm.
• A PARiNgS rule consists of a target and a condition: R = T arget ∧ Cond.
– T arget is a function F : A → [true, f alse] on data attributes defined by
a language Lc .
– Cond is a function F : W → [true, f alse] on node properties defined by
Lc .
In PARiNgS users are cloud clients, which assign MapReduce tasks to the computing environment. Users own portions of data D, which they protect through
policies. Specifically, a policy is defined as a collection of rules. Each rule specifies
that the T arget can be accessed under the condition Cond. The T arget uses a
function of data attributes to describe a subset of user data, which is corresponding
to a partition of the original input data. Data partitioning, as required for parallel MapReduce computation, is executed according to pre-processing algorithms,
described in Section 5.3.1. The Cond is expressed against properties associated
with worker nodes. Examples of workers’ properties that may instill confidence on
the MapReduce process are support for cryptographic storage, support of file level
access control, location, nodes’ capabilities and proprietary nature of the node.
The exact descriptives of the properties depend on the underlying MapReduce
architecture being deployed. The properties are further elaborated in Appendix
A.
Due to the consideration of overhead introduced by the policies, we cannot
define arbitrary complex rules to be evaluated in MapReduce. For efficiency, we
only consider the following forms of targets and conditions that are specified using
the language Lc .
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Definition 7. Let att1 , . . . , attn denote a set of data or worker attributes, let θ ∈
{<, ≤, =, 6=, >, ≥, ⊂, ⊆, ⊇, ⊃}, and let v denote a constant. Then, atti θv is an
atomic condition of Lc .
Definition 8. A function in Lc is defined as follows:
• An atomic function is a function of Lc .
• Let ci and cj be functions of Lc ; then ci ∧ cj or ci ∨ cj is a function of Lc .
Example 5. Consider a MapReduce task that processes files of records that contain multiple fields such as “age” and “country”. Suppose that the file owner has
the following privacy and security requirements: (1) All records belong to people
younger than 14 must be processed by servers with cryptographic storage capability and located in USA ; (2) Records of other people who were born in USA
must be processed by server in USA. The requirements can be specified using a
PARiNgS policy as follows:
V
P1 .R1 : Target[age≤ 14], Condition[location=USA
AES=enabled];
V
P1 .R2 : Target[age>14 country=USA], Condition[location=USA].
We now introduce policy evaluation process. Given a user-defined policy, the
policy decision point (PDP) takes a set of data items and a worker node’s properties
as input, and output a decision that has a value in {Permit, Deny, NotApplicable}.
While the meaning of P ermit and Deny are self-explanatory, in our case, a policy
is N otApplicable if a certain rule is not applicable to the partition of data being
processed. For instance, in the word count example, a rule applicable to proper
nouns may not be applicable to rest of the words. The evaluation involves analysis
of rules and combining of decisions from rules as elaborated in the following.
Definition 9. Let d denote a data item requested by a worker node with a set of
properties w1 , w2 , ..., wk . A rule R = T arget ∧ Cond yields one of the following
effects:
• Permit: If d ∈ T arget and Cond(w1 , ..., wk ) = true, then the worker node is
allowed to access the data item d.
• Deny: If d ∈ T arget and Cond(w1 , ..., wk ) = f alse, then the worker node is
denied the access to the data item d.
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• NotApplicable: If d ∈
/ T arget, then the rule is not applicable to this request.
Since one policy may contain multiple rules and each rule may return different
effects regarding the same request, we adopt the permit-override rule combining
algorithm to generate the final policy effect. This rule combining algorithm resolves
all possible conflicts among policies in a simple and efficient manner.
Definition 10. Let R1 , ..., Rk be a set of rules in a policy Pu . Let E(P ) denote
the effect of the policy, and let E(Ri ) denote the effect of rule Ri . Then E(P ) is
computed as follows:
• E(Pu ) = ∨Ri ∈R E(Ri ), where R is the set of applicable rules.
• E(P ) = N otApplicable, if ∀Ri , E(Ri ) = N otApplicable, where 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
The permit-override rule coming algorithm can speed up the policy evaluation
process since the evaluation can stop as soon as one rule is evaluated “Permit”.

5.3

Data Pre-processing for Policy Enforcement

To facilitate the enforcement of users’ policies on their data, we propose two types
of data pre-processing: data partitioning and tainting, which are tightly bound
with the MapReduce tasks.

5.3.1

Data Partitioning

We aim to seamlessly integrate policy enforcement with the MapReduce workflow. The first task for policy enforcement is to partition data in accordance with
the user’s policy for proper processing. This task includes two main steps: (1)
partitioning the data into buckets; (2) bucket merging.
A user submits a set of data items along with a policy to be enforced. Let
P = {R1 , ..., Rn } denote a policy, and let di denote a generic data item in the
user input D. The Master node (specifically the partitioning module) partitions
data according to the policy. For each rule, the Master first creates an empty
bucket of the capacity that will be used to store assigned data items. The size of
the bucket, is pre-defined according to the scheduling algorithm followed by the
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partitioner. The basic idea is to distribute data items among all the buckets as
evenly as possible while satisfying the policy constraints in order to balance the
workload. The Master starts scanning the data items. Each data item will be
evaluated against the rules in P . Not all the rules will need to be evaluated for all
the data. That is, if Rj is the first rule that is applicable to di , i.e., di satisfies the
Target component in Rj , the Master node will insert di to the bucket of rule Rj .
Note that it is sufficient to identify one applicable rule for a data item because of
the adoption of the permit-override rule combining algorithm. More specifically,
Workers that satisfy any rule applicable to the data item are allowed to process
the data item.
In case the bucket of rule Rj is full, the Master node will continue to evaluate di
against other remaining rules until an applicable rule with sufficient bucket space
is identified. If none of the applicable rules for di has sufficient space in the bucket,
the Master node will add one more bucket to the last identified applicable rule and
assign di to it. In addition, if none of the rules applicable to di , di will be inserted
to a separate bucket marked as “FreeBucket”. Data items in this FreeBucket can
be assigned to any worker nodes. At the end, we will the following obtain n + 1
data partitions while each partition may be associated with multiple buckets.
• D1 = {d|T argetR1 (d) = true, d ∈ D}: Data items in buckets of rule R1 :
• D2 = {d|T argetR2 (d) = true, d ∈ D} − D1 : Data items in buckets of rule
R2 . Note that for some data items that satisfy both R1 and R2 , if they have
already been included in the buckets of R1 , they will not be considered again
in the buckets of R2 .
• D3 = {d|T argetR2 (d) = true, d ∈ D} − D2 − D1 : Data items satisfy rule in
buckets of rule R3 .
• ... ...
n−1
• Dn = {d|T argetRn (d) = true, d ∈ D} − ∪i=1
Di : Data items in Buckets of

rule Rn :
• Dn+1 = D − ∪ni=1 Di : Data items in FreeBuckets.
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According to the partitioning algorithm, the obtained results of data partitioning satisfy the following property, which ensures that the data partitions are
non-overlapping:
Property 1. ∀Di , Dj , where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n + 1, Di ∩ Dj = ∅
After data partitioning, some partitioning may contain very few data items.
In this case, we will conduct bucket merging. For each pair of buckets that are
less than half full, we compare the associated rule conditions. Buckets associated
with same or non-conflicting rule conditions are directly merged. The following
property presents the formal merging rules.
Property 2. Let Bi denote a bucket of rule Ri , and Bj denote a bucket of rule
Rj . Let BZ denote the bucket size. Bi and Bj can be merged if they satisfy the
following conditions:
• |Bi | < 21 BZ and |Bj | < 21 BZ
• There exists at least one worker node with properties w1 , ..., wk , so that
CondRi (w1 , ..., wk ) = true and CondRj (w1 , ..., wk ) = true.
Example 6. Consider policy P1 in Example 5. If data partitions of rule R1 and
R2 both have one bucket that is less than half full, we can merge the two buckets
directly. This is because the conditions in R1 and R2 are not conflicting with each
other.

5.3.2

Data Tainting

Observe that in many MapReduce applications, the output data no longer possesses
the same set of attributes as the input, which causes difficulty in determining the
proper access control policies for the intermediate results. An illustrative example
is given below.
Example 7. In the example of calculating the area of facilities, the input to the
mapper is the length, width and height of individual rooms. Suppose that the user
has a policy P on the initial input file:
P: Target[length > 10], Condition[(location=“US WEST”∧crypto=“3DES”)]
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Protocol: Location Verification(CharToEcho, Nonce)
Input: CharToEcho is a random character, or set of characters,
Nonce is pseudorandom number used to identify freshness of the echo, typically the time
1. Worker–>Verifier: Claim %Geo-Location of physical host
2. Sub-Verifier–>Worker: Request= CharToEcho, Nonce
3. Worker–>Sub-Verifier: Response= Echo(CharToEcho, Nonce)
4. Sub-Verifier: Output = Response.time()- Request.time()
5. Sub-Verifier–>Verifier: Output
5. Verifier: If (Output)==val && Geo-Location(Sub-Verifier)=x Then
6.
Geo-Location(Worker)=location(val)i
7.
For Each Geo-Location(Sub-Verifier)==x
T
8.
Geo-Location(Worker)= location(val)i %triangulation of the possible locations
9.
If Geo-Location(Worker)== Claim
10.
Verifier: Worker(Verified)< −−True
11.
If Worker(Verified)==True Then Verifier−− >Worker: {kw , Sig(kw )} %send key share
12.
Else Verifier−− >Fail
Figure 5.2. Location Verification

After the first round of computation, we obtain the area of rooms as the output
which does not have the same type and unit compared to the input. Therefore, we
cannot directly tell from the output area whether the policy target still applies to
the data for the next round of processing.
To address the above issue, we adopt data tainting techniques to the data
being protected by a given rule. In particular, we follow a guideline that output
data items should be protected in the same way as the input data, i.e., under the
protection of the same policy rule. In order to track the relationship between the
input and output data, we let the Master apply the taint [91, 92] to the input
data before assigning the mapping tasks. Tainting results in a modification of the
input data type to add a new property to the data. In the above example, tainting
consists of modifying the input length (usually defined as int or float) to an object.
The object includes a data portion with the original integer or float, along with
a Boolean portion called tainted, which shows whether the object is tainted or
not and a string portion called taint which is used to set a particular taint value.
After the map round, mappers may also apply or re-apply the taint in either of
the following two cases: a) when the input to the mapper is tainted, or b) when
the user inserts, deletes or revises existing policies.
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5.4

Policy Evaluation

5.4.1

Distributed Policy Evaluation Protocol

Policy enforcement requires verification of worker nodes’ properties against the
users policies. The straightforward method is to ask the Master to complete the
verification. However, given the large number of workers in the cloud, using the
Master to verify all the workers for each requested task would negatively impact
the effectiveness of the distributed nature of MapReduce. Also, the Master may
not have collections of all worker nodes’ properties up to date [10, 11]. To avoid the
possible performance bottleneck caused by such centralized approach, we propose
a distributed policy evaluation protocol. The key idea of the distributed policy
evaluation protocol is to utilize ordinary worker nodes to conduct collaborative
verification of other worker nodes’ properties. A worker’s properties will be verified
by multiple peers randomly selected at each round. Each peer verifies a randomly
selected property at a time, which not only speeds up the verification process but
also reduces the collusion probability. In what follows, we elaborate the detailed
protocol.
Given a policy P = {R1 , . . . , Rk } (see Section 5.2), the Master partitions the
data into Di ∈ {D1 , . . . , Dk } and associate each partition with a rule in the policy
using the algorithm described in Section 5.3.1. For each partition Di with rule Ri ,
the Master selects candidate worker nodes whose properties ({w1 , . . . , wn }) may
satisfy rule Ri , i.e., CondRi (w1 , . . . , wn )=true. Also the Master randomly selects
verifier nodes to help verify partial properties of the candidate worker nodes. The
worker nodes to be verified collect verification tokens returned from the verifiers.
If a worker node received enough verification tokens, it would be able to access the
corresponding data partition.
Our distributed verification protocol is developed based on the secret sharing
scheme [93]. Secret sharing refers to methods for distributing a secret amongst a
group of participants, each of which is allocated a share of the secret. We adopt the
(k, n) threshold scheme by Shamir[93]. Such a scheme splits a secret S into n partial
secrets so that k, with k < n, partial secrets are required to reconstruct S. In our
scheme, the secret is a cryptographic key, and each verifier node returns a share of
the secret (or “token”) if and only if the condition is evaluated true. Only when
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the worker node obtains the minimal number of shares required for verification,
the worker node is permitted to access the data partition. Our protocol is given
below:
1. Given a rule Ri , the Master extracts the properties {w1 , . . . , wz } to be checked
against the corresponding conditions ci1 ...cin of rule Ri . If one of the properties in w1 , . . . , wz is under the Master’s control, such as the bucket sizes,
then the Master pre-selects the workers who already meet this property.
2. The Master randomly selects n nodes as the verifier nodes (denoted as
v1 , . . . , vn ). n is such that for each of the z properties, there are at least
t verifier nodes, with zt ≥ n. To ensure a fair number of verifiers without
overloading the system, the Master determines the number of verifications
and verifiers according to a probabilistic scheme, as discussed in Subsection
5.4.2.
3. The Master computes h(w1 | . . . |wz ), and uses it as a secret for the Shamir’s
Secret Sharing Scheme, obtaining S, which is in turn used as a cryptographic
key. It then breaks S into k1 , . . . , kn the key shares.
4. Upon generating the shares, the Master assigns the verification tasks to
nodes. Nodes are randomly selected, in order to limit the risk of collusion.
In other words, the same node is not constantly used for verifying the same
property of some other node. To further reduce the chance of collusion, a
node cannot verify the same property twice, even for different workers, for a
same job. This is easily dealt with by maintaining a hash table of workers
at the Master node, and marking the hash table for each property being
verified.
Each verification task includes verifying a particular property against the
corresponding condition. The verifier is given the name of the task, such as
location verification, file access security verification and the condition(s) cj
to be verified2 .
2

Notice that verifier nodes are capable of carrying out the verification protocols, by means of
methods that are either locally installed at the nodes or that can be dynamically invoked.
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5. The Master sends the worker the message {{IDList, taskverlist }, r, ES (f ),
Sig(h(ID|r|f )} where taskverlist denotes the verification tasks (e.g. location
verification, security property verification) assigned to the corresponding verifiers in the IDList, ES (f ) denotes the encrypted data file (or the address
where the encrypted data is located), r a random number. Sig(h(ID|r|f ))
denotes a signed hash of all the message content, computed using a collision
resistant hash function. The signed hash is to ensure authentication and
integrity of the request.
6. The worker sends a claim for each property being verified, e.g. wi , to the
corresponding verifiers tasked for property wi ’s verification. The message includes a nonce non, and a hash of the claim, to be verified by vi , h(ck |non|ws ).
For example, if three verifiers are in charge of location verification, the worker
sends a claim h(ck |non|location) to all the three verifiers.
7. Upon verification of integrity of the message, vi and the worker engage in
a property-specific verification protocol. Then, as a protocol is successfully
completed, a key share ki is released to the worker. An example of verification
protocol to check a node’s reported location is outlined in Figure 2. In this
scheme, the verifier analyzes the round trip time (RTT) of a message sent by
the verifier to estimate its source, using multiple sub-verifiers. The protocol
adopts an approach similar to the multi-lateration scheme used for distance
verification in mobile ad-hoc networks. The multilateration scheme uses
distance-bounding protocols [94] which are in turn dependent on estimating
the location based of a node on response time from the node. Other security
protocols, such as support for AES or CBC mode are verified using NIST
verification programs [95]. Lack of space prevents us from further discussing
these protocols. A detailed discussion with pointers to the case of the Azure
deployment is reported in Appendix B.
8. Upon completing zt successful verifications (steps 6 and 7), the worker obtains enough shares k1 , . . . , kzt−1 to reconstruct the key S and access the file
by decrypting Es (f ).
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5.4.2

Number of Nodes Needed for Verification

Since some nodes may be corrupted and may not send back the requested secret
share or may send the share without properly verifying the worker’s claim, we aim
to figure out the minimum number of nodes needed to obtain at least t successful
verifications at probability greater than a given threshold ρ. Further, to ensure
that each individual property is verified a sufficient amount of times, we request
that each property is checked at least

t
np

times, by

t
np

different verifiers.

Let n denote the total number of nodes with secret shares, and np is the number
of properties of the worker node to be verified. Assume that same number of secret
shares are generated for each property of the worker. Let pi denote the probability
of a node Ni being corrupted. The probability Ps of receiving secret shares from t
non-corrupted nodes is computed as follows.

Ps =

n
np
t
np

!np
pin−t (1 − pi )t

Equation 5.1 can be understood as follows. There are

(5.1)
n
np

nodes secret shares for

any given property of the worker node. Since each property needs to be verified
t
np

times, there are C( nnp , ntp ) different ways to choose

t
np

from

n
np

nodes. Then

C( nnp , ntp )np is the total number of ways to choose t nodes from n nodes while
guarantee that there are

t
np

nodes per property. The number of combinations is

then multiplied with the probability for t nodes not being corrupted, i.e., pin−t (1 −
pi )t .
The corruption probability pi could be obtained from statistic data. Given
known values of t and pi , we can compute the minimum value of n by resolving
the following inequality which contains only n as an unknown value.
Ps ≥ ρ

5.5

(5.2)

Discussion and Conclusion

PaRingS is designed to provide users with stronger controls on the nodes managing users’ potentially sensitive data. By restricting access to nodes with desirable
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properties without burdening users with complex configuration tasks, clients can
gain confidence on the trustworthiness of the computation. Needless to say, our solution tackles only a small problem in the complex space of secure and customized
computation in cloud settings, and has some limitations itself. For instance, even
if successfully verified, there is no guarantee that if some functional properties are
tested (like cryptographic support) the worker will actually behave as expected.
For instance, the worker may demonstrate support of robust data encryption, and
yet later apply a weaker algorithm, if at all. In order to solve this problem, depending upon the sensitivity of the data, the verification process for the appropriate
property can be carried out at random intervals on the data processed by the workers. Further, since properties are verified by at least t nodes, the nodes can cheat
the verification process if enough of them collude with each other. To mitigate this
risk, we can strengthen our current approach by ensuring the verifiers selected do
not consist of any loops [96]. Or, we can employ incentivized supervision schemes
commonly used in peer-to-peer networks [97, 98]. In addition, the generic problem
of correctness of the actual computation tasked to the site is also not addressed.
Correctness of computation is complementary to the problem dealt with in this
paper. Correctness of computation can be checked using various approaches, e.g.
[99, 80].

Chapter

6

Cloud Information Accountability
6.1

Introduction

Once the service and the nodes are selected, GABE enables users to protect their
data. While cloud computing enables easy data processing, details of the services
provided for it are abstracted from the users who no longer need to be experts
of technology infrastructure. Moreover, users may not know the machines which
actually process and host their data. While enjoying the convenience brought by
this new technology, users also start worrying about losing control of their own
data. The data processed on clouds is often outsourced, leading to a number of
issues related to accountability, including the handling of personally identifiable
information. Such fears are becoming a significant barrier to the wide adoption of
cloud services [42].
To allay users’ concerns, it is essential to provide an effective mechanism for
users to monitor the usage of their data in the cloud. For example, users need to be
able to ensure that their data is handled according to the service level agreements
made at the time they sign on for services in the cloud. Conventional access
control approaches developed for closed domains such as databases and operating
systems, or approaches using a centralized server in distributed environments, are
not suitable, due to the following features characterizing cloud environments. First,
data handling can be outsourced by the direct cloud service provider (CSP) to other
entities in the cloud and theses entities can also delegate the tasks to others, and
so on. Second, entities are allowed to join and leave the cloud in a flexible manner.
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As a result, data handling in the cloud goes through a complex and dynamic
hierarchical service chain which does not exist in conventional environments.
To overcome the above problems, we propose a novel approach, namely Cloud
Information Accountability (CIA) framework, based on the notion of information
accountability [36]. Unlike privacy protection technologies which are built on the
hide-it-or-lose-it perspective, information accountability focuses on keeping the
data usage transparent and trackable. Our proposed CIA framework provides endto-end accountability in a highly distributed fashion. One of the main innovative
features of the CIA framework lies in its ability of maintaining light-weight and
powerful accountability that combines aspects of access control, usage control and
authentication. By means of the CIA, data owners can track not only whether
or not the service level agreements are being honored, but also enforce access and
usage control rules as needed. Associated with the accountability feature, we also
develop two distinct modes for auditing: push mode and pull mode. The push mode
refers to logs being periodically sent to the data owner or stakeholder while the pull
mode refers to an alternative approach whereby the user (or another authorized
party) can retrieve the logs as needed.
The design of the CIA framework presents substantial challenges, including
uniquely identifying CSPs, ensuring the reliability of the log, adapting to a highly
decentralized infrastructure, etc. Our basic approach toward addressing these issues is to leverage and extend the programmable capability of JAR (Java ARchives)
files to automatically log the usage of the users’ data by any entity in the cloud.
Users will send their data along with any policies such as access control policies and
logging policies that they want to enforce, enclosed in JAR files, to cloud service
providers. Any access to the data will trigger an automated and authenticated logging mechanism local to the JARs. We refer to this type of enforcement as “strong
binding” since the policies and the logging mechanism travel with the data. This
strong binding exists even when copies of the JARs are created, thus the user will
have control over his data at any location. Such decentralized logging mechanism
meets the dynamic nature of the cloud but also imposes challenges on ensuring
the integrity of the logging. To cope with this issue, we provide the JARs with a
central point of contact which forms a link between them and the user. It records
the error correction information sent by the JARs, which allows it to monitor the
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loss of any logs from any of the JARs. Moreover, if a JAR is not able to contact
its central point, any access to its enclosed data will be denied.
Currently, we focus on image files since images represent a very common content
type for end-users and organizations (as is proven by the popularity of Flickr
[100, 101]), and are increasingly hosted in the cloud as part of the storage services
offered by the utility computing paradigm featured by cloud computing. Further,
images often reveal social and personal habits of users, or are used for archiving
important files from organizations. In addition, our approach can handle personal
identifiable information provided they are stored as image files (they contain an
image of any textual content, for example the SSN stored as a .jpg file).
We tested our CIA framework in a cloud testbed, the Emulab testbed [102],
with Eucalyptus as middleware [103]. Our experiments demonstrate the efficiency,
scalability and granularity of our approach. In addition, we also provide a detailed security analysis and discuss the reliability and strength of our architecture
in the face of various non-trivial attacks, launched by malicious users or due to
compromised Java Running Environment (JRE).
In summary, our main contributions are as follows:
• We propose a novel automatic and enforceable logging mechanism in the
cloud. To our knowledge, this is the first time a systematic approach to data
accountability through the novel usage of JAR files is proposed.
• Our proposed architecture is platform-independent and highly decentralized,
in that it does not require any dedicated authentication or storage system in
place.
• We go beyond traditional access control in that we provide a certain degree
of usage control for the protected data after it is delivered to the receiver.
• We conduct experiments on a real cloud testbed. The results demonstrate
the efficiency, scalability and granularity of our approach. We also provide
a detailed security analysis and discuss the reliability and strength of our
architecture.
In this section, we present an overview of the Cloud Information Accountability
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(CIA) framework and discuss how the CIA framework meets the design requirements discussed in the previous section.
The Cloud Information Accountability (CIA) framework proposed in this work
conducts automated logging and distributed auditing of relevant access performed
by any entity, carried out at any point of time at any cloud service provider. It
has two major components: logger and log harmonizer.

Figure 6.1. Overview of Cloud Information Accountability Framework

6.1.1

Major Components

There are two major components of the CIA, the first being the logger, and the
second being the log harmonizer. The logger is the component which is strongly
coupled with the user’s data, so that it is downloaded when the data is accessed,
and is copied whenever the data is copied. It handles a particular instance or copy
of the user’s data and is responsible for logging access to that instance or copy. The
log harmonizer forms the central component which allows the user access to the
log files. It resides on the Cloud broker, along with the rest of the CSS framework.
The logger is strongly coupled with user’s data (either single or multiple data
items). Its main tasks include automatically logging access to data items that it
contains, encrypting the log record using the public key of the content owner, and
periodically sending them to the log harmonizer. It may also be configured to
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ensure that access and usage control policies associated with the data are honored.
For example, a data owner can specify that user X is only allowed to view but
not to modify the data. The logger will control the data access even after it is
downloaded by user X.
The logger requires only minimal support from the server (e.g., a valid Java
virtual machine installed) in order to be deployed. The tight coupling between
data and logger, results in a highly distributed logging system, therefore meeting
our first design requirement. Furthermore, since the logger does not need to be
installed on any system or require any special support from the server, it is not very
intrusive in its actions, thus satisfying our fifth requirement. Finally, the logger
is also responsible for generating the error correction information for each log
record and send the same to the log harmonizer. The error correction information
combined with the encryption and authentication mechanism, provides a robust
and reliable recovery mechanism, therefore meeting the third requirement.
The log harmonizer is responsible for auditing. It supports two auditing strategies: push and pull. Under the push strategy, the log file is pushed back to the
data owner periodically in an automated fashion. The pull mode is an on-demand
approach, whereby the log file is obtained by the data owner as often as requested.
These two modes allow us to satisfy the aforementioned fourth design requirement.
In case there exist multiple loggers for the same set of data items, the log harmonizer will merge log records from them before sending back to the data owner. The
log harmonizer is also responsible for handling log file corruption. In addition, the
log harmonizer can itself carry out logging in addition to auditing. Separating the
logging and auditing functions improves the performance. The logger and the log
harmonizer are both implemented as lightweight and portable JAR files. The JAR
file implementation provides automatic logging functions, which meets the second
design requirement.

6.1.2

Data Flow

The overall CIA framework, combining data, users, logger and harmonizer is
sketched in Figure 6.1. At the beginning, each user creates a pair of public and
private keys based on Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) [104] (step 1 in Figure 6.1).
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This IBE scheme is a Weil-pairing based IBE scheme, which protects us against
one of the most prevalent attacks to our architecture as described in Section 6.4.
Using the generated key, the user will create a logger component which is a JAR
file, to store its data items. The JAR file includes a set of simple access control
rules specifying whether and how the cloud servers, and possibly other data stakeholders (users, companies) are authorized to access the content itself. Then, he
sends the JAR file to the cloud service provider (CSP) that he subscribes to. To
authenticate the CSP to the JAR (step 3-5 in Figure 1), we use OpenSSL based
certificates, wherein a trusted certificate authority certifies the CSP. In the event
that the access is requested by a user, we employ SAML-based authentication [105],
wherein a trusted identity provider issues certificates verifying the user’s identity
based on his username.
Once the authentication succeeds, the service provider (or the user) will be
allowed to access the data enclosed in the JAR. Depending on the configuration
settings defined at the time of creation, the JAR will provide usage control associated with logging, or will provide only logging functionality. As for the logging,
each time there is an access to the data, the JAR will automatically generate a log
record, encrypt it using the public key distributed by the data owner, and store it
along with the data (step 6 in Figure 6.1). The encryption of the log file prevents
unauthorized changes to the file by attackers. The data owner could opt to reuse
the same key pair for all JARs or create different key pairs for separate JARs.
Using separate keys can enhance the security (detailed discussion is in Section 6.4)
without introducing any overhead except in the initialization phase. In addition,
some error correction information will be sent to the log harmonizer to handle
possible log file corruption (step 7 in Figure 6.1). To ensure trustworthiness of the
logs, each record is signed by the entity accessing the content. Further, individual records are hashed together to create a chain structure, able to quickly detect
possible errors or missing records. The encrypted log files can later be decrypted
and their integrity verified. They can be accessed by the data owner or other
authorized stakeholders at any time for auditing purposes with the aid of the log
harmonizer (step 8 in Figure 6.1).
As discussed in Section 6.4, our proposed framework prevents various attacks
such as detecting illegal copies of users’ data. Note that our work is different from
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traditional logging methods which use encryption to protect log files. With only
encryption, their logging mechanisms are neither automatic nor distributed. They
require the data to stay within the boundaries of the centralized system for the
logging to be possible, which is however not suitable in the cloud.
Example 8. Considering Example 1, Alice can enclose her photographs and access
control policies in a JAR file and send the JAR file to the cloud service provider.
With the aid of control associated logging (called AccessLog in Section 6.2.2), Alice
will be able to enforce the first four requirements and record the actual data access.
On a regular basis, the push-mode auditing mechanism will inform Alice about the
activity on each of her photographs as this allows her to keep track of her clients’
demographics and the usage of her data by the cloud service provider. In the
event of some dispute with her clients, Alice can rely on the pull-mode auditing
mechanism to obtain log records.

6.2

Automated Logging Mechanism

In this section, we first elaborate on the automated logging mechanism and then
present techniques to guarantee dependability.

6.2.1

The Logger structure

We leverage the programmable capability of JARs to conduct automated logging.
A logger component is a nested Java JAR file which stores a user’s data items and
corresponding log files. As shown in Figure 6.2, our proposed JAR file consists of
one outer JAR enclosing one or more inner JARs.
The main responsibility of the outer JAR is to handle authentication of entities
which want to access the data stored in the JAR file. In our context, the data
owners may not know the exact CSPs that are going to handle the data. Hence,
authentication is specified according to the servers’ functionality (which we assume
to be known through a lookup service), rather than the server’s URL or identity.
For example a policy may state that Server X is allowed to download the data if
it is a storage server. As discussed below, the outer JAR may also have the access
control functionality to enforce the data owner’s requirements, specified as Java
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Figure 6.2. The Structure of the JAR File

policies, on the usage of the data. A Java policy specifies which permissions are
available for a particular piece of code in a Java application environment. The
permissions expressed in the Java policy are in terms of File System Permissions.
However, the data owner can specify the permissions in user-centric terms as opposed to the usual code-centric security offered by Java, using Java Authentication
and Authorization Services. Moreover, the outer JAR is also in charge of selecting
correct inner-JAR according to the identity of the entity who requests the data.
Example 9. Consider Example 1. Suppose that Alice’s photographs are classified
into three categories according to the locations where the photos were taken. The
three groups of photos are stored in three inner JAR J1 , J2 and J3 , respectively,
associated with different access control policies. If some entities are allowed to
access only one group of the photos, say J1 , the outer JAR will just render the
corresponding inner JAR to the entity based on the policy evaluation result.
Each inner JAR contains the encrypted data, class files to facilitate retrieval
of log files and display enclosed data in a suitable format, and a log file for each
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encrypted item. We support two options.
• PureLog: Its main task is to record every access to the data. The log files
are used for pure auditing purpose.
• AccessLog: It has two functions: logging actions and enforcing access control.
In case an access request is denied, the JAR will record the time when the
request is made. If the access request is granted, the JAR will additionally
record the access information along with the duration for which the access is
allowed.
The two kinds of logging modules allow the data owner to enforce certain access conditions either pro-actively (in case of AccessLogs) or reactively (in case
of PureLogs). For example, services like billing may just need to use PureLogs.
AccessLogs will be necessary for services which need to enforce service level agreements such as limiting the visibility to some sensitive content at a given location.
To carry out these functions the inner JAR contains a class file for writing
the log records, another class file which corresponds with the log harmonizer, the
encrypted data, a third class file for displaying or downloading the data (based on
whether we have a PureLog, or an AccessLog), and the public key of the IBE key
pair that is necessary for encrypting the log records. The outer JAR may contain
one or more inner JARs, a class file for authenticating the servers or the users,
another class file finding the correct inner JAR, a third class file which checks the
JVM’s validity using oblivious hashing, a fourth class file for managing the GUI
for user authentication and finally the Java Policy

6.2.2

Log Record Generation

Log records are generated by the logger component. Logging occurs at any access
to the data in the JAR, and new logs are appended sequentially, in order of creation
LR=hr1 , . . . , rk i. Each record ri is encrypted individually and appended to the log
file. In particular, a log record takes the following form:
ri = hID, Act, T, Loc, h((ID, Act, T, Loc)|ri−1 | . . . |r1 ), sigi
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Here, ri indicates that an entity identified by ID has performed an action Act on
the

user’s

data

at

time

T

at

location

Loc.

The

component

h((ID, Act, T, Loc)|ri−1 | . . . |r1 ) corresponds to the checksum of the records preceding the newly inserted one, concatenated with the main content of the record
itself (we use I to denote concatenation). The checksum is computed using a
collision-free hash function [106]. The component sig denotes the signature of the
record created using the server’s public key. If more than one file is handled by
the same logger, an additional ObjID field is added to each record. An example
of log record for a single file is shown below.
Example 10. Suppose that a cloud service provider with ID Kronos, located in
USA, read the image in a JAR file (but did not download it) at 4:52 pm on May
20, 2011. The corresponding log record is:
hKronos, View, 2011-05-29 16:52:30, USA, 45rftT024g,
r94gm30130ffi.
The location is converted from the IP address for improved readability.
To ensure the correctness of the log records, we verify the access time, locations as well as actions. In particular, the time of access is determined using the
Network Time Protocol [107] to avoid suppression of the correct time by a malicious entity. The location of the cloud service provider (CSP) can be determined
using IP address. The JAR can perform an IP lookup and use the range of the IP
address to find the most probable location of the CSP. More advanced techniques
for determining location can also be used [108]. Similarly, if a trusted timestamp
management infrastructure can be set up or leveraged, it can be used to record
the timestamp in the accountability log [109]. The most critical part is to log
the actions on the users’ data. In the current system, we support four types of
actions, i.e., Act has one of the following four values: view, download, timed access,
and Location-based access. For each action, we propose a specific method to correctly record or enforce it depending on the type of the logging module, which are
elaborated as follows.
• View: The entity (e.g., the cloud service provider) can only read the data
but is not allowed to save a raw copy of it anywhere permanently. For this
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type of action, the PureLog will simply write a log record about the access,
while the AccessLogs will enforce the action through the enclosed access
control module. Recall that the data is encrypted and stored in the inner
JAR. When there is a view-only access request, the inner JAR will decrypt
the data on the fly and create a temporary decrypted file. The decrypted
file will then be displayed to the entity using the Java application viewer in
case the file is displayed to a human user. Presenting the data in the Java
application viewer disables the copying functions using right click or other
hot keys such as PrintScreen. Further, to prevent the use of some screen
capture software, the data will be hidden whenever the application viewer
screen is out of focus. The content is displayed using the headless mode in
Java on the command line when it is presented to a CSP.
• Download : The entity is allowed to save a raw copy of the data and the
entity will have no control over this copy neither log records regarding access
to the copy.
If PureLog is adopted, the user’s data will be directly downloadable in a
pure form using a link. When an entity clicks this download link, the JAR
file associated with the data will decrypt the data and give it to the entity
in raw form. In case of AccessLogs, the entire JAR file will be given to the
entity. If the entity is a human user, he/she just needs to double click the
JAR file to obtain the data. If the entity is a CSP, it can run a simple script
to execute the JAR.
• Timed access: This action is combined with the view only access, and it
indicates that the data is made available only for a certain period of time.
The Purelog will just record the access starting time and its duration, while
the AccessLog will enforce that the access is allowed only within the specified
period of time. The duration for which the access is allowed is calculated using the Network Time Protocol (NTP). To enforce the limit on the duration,
the AccessLog records the start time using the NTP, and then uses a timer
to stop the access. Naturally, this type of access can be enforced only when
it is combined with the View access right and not when it is combined with
the Download.
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• Location-based access: In this case, the PureLog will record the location
of the entities. The AccessLog will verify the location for each of such access.
The access is granted and the data is made available only to entities located
at locations specified by the data owner.

Figure 6.3. Oblivious Hashing applied to the logger

6.2.3

Dependability of Logs

In this section, we discuss how we ensure the dependability of logs. In particular,
we aim to prevent the following two types of attacks. First, an attacker may try to
evade the auditing mechanism by storing the JARs remotely, corrupting the JAR
or trying to prevent them from communicating with the user. Second, the attacker
may try to compromise the JRE used to run the JAR files.
JARs Availability
To protect against attacks perpetrated on offline JARs, the CIA includes a log
harmonizer which has two main responsibilities: to deal with copies of JARs and
to recover corrupted logs.
Each log harmonizer is in charge of copies of logger components containing
the same set of data items. The harmonizer is implemented as a JAR file. It
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does not contain the user’s data items being audited, but consists of class files for
both a server and a client processes to allow it to communicate with its logger
components. The harmonizer stores error correction information sent from its
logger components, as well as the user’s IBE decryption key, to decrypt the log
records and handle any duplicate records. Duplicate records result from copies
of the user’s data JARs. Since user’s data is strongly coupled with the logger
component in a data JAR file, the logger will be copied together with the user’s
data. Consequently, the new copy of the logger contains the old log records with
respect to the usage of data in the original data JAR file. Such old log records are
redundant and irrelevant to the new copy of the data. To present the data owner
an integrated view, the harmonizer will merge log records from all copies of the
data JARs by eliminating redundancy.
For recovering purposes, logger components are required to send error correction information to the harmonizer after writing each log record. Therefore, logger
components always ping the harmonizer before they grant any access right. If the
harmonizer is not reachable, the logger components will deny all access. In this
way, the harmonizer helps prevent attacks which attempt to keep the data JARs
offline for unnoticed usage. If the attacker took the data JAR offline after the
harmonizer was pinged, the harmonizer still has the error correction information
about this access and will quickly notice the missing record.
In case of corruption of JAR files, the harmonizer will recover the logs with
the aid of Reed-Solomon error correction code [110]. Specifically, each individual
logging JAR, when created, contains a Reed-Solomon based encoder. For every n
symbols in the log file, n redundancy symbols are added to the log harmonizer in
the form of bits. This creates an error correcting code of size 2n and allows the
error-correction to detect and correct n errors. We choose the Reed-Solomon code
as it achieves the equality in the Singleton Bound [111], making it a maximum
distance separable code and hence leads to an optimal error correction.
The log harmonizer is located at a known IP address. Typically, the harmonizer
resides at the user’s end as part of his local machine, or alternatively, it can either
be stored in a user’s desktop or in a proxy server.
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Log Correctness
For the logs to be correctly recorded, it is essential that the JRE of the system
on which the logger components are running remain unmodified. To verify the
integrity of the logger component, we rely on a two-step process: 1) we repair
the JRE before the logger is launched and any kind of access is given, so as to
provide guarantees of integrity of the JRE. 2) We insert hash codes, which calculate the hash values of the program traces of the modules being executed by the
logger component. This helps us detect modifications of the JRE once the logger
component has been launched, and are useful to verify if the original code flow of
execution is altered.
These tasks are carried out by the log harmonizer and the logger components in
tandem with each other. The log harmonizer is solely responsible for checking the
integrity of the JRE on the systems on which the logger components exist before
the execution of the logger components is started. Trusting this task to the log
harmonizer allows us to remotely validate the system on which our infrastructure
is working.
The repair step is itself a two-step process where the harmonizer first recognizes
the Operating System being used by the cloud machine and then tries to reinstall
the JRE. The OS is identified using nmap commands. The JRE is reinstalled using
commands such as sudo apt install for Linux-based systems or $ <jre>.exe
[lang=] [s] [IEXPLORER=1]
[MOZILLA=1] [INSTALLDIR=:]

[STATIC=1] for Windows-based systems.

The logger and the log harmonizer work in tandem to carry out the integrity
checks during run time. These integrity checks are carried out using Oblivious
Hashing (OH) [112]. OH works by adding additional hash codes into the programs
being executed. The hash function is initialized at the beginning of the program,
the hash value of the result variable is cleared and the hash value is updated every
time there is a variable assignment, branching or looping. An example of how the
hashing transforms the code is shown in figure 6.3.
As shown, the hash code captures the computation results of each instruction
and computes the oblivious-hash value as the computation proceeds. These hash
codes are added to the logger components when they are created. They are present
in both the inner and outer JARs. The log harmonizer stores the values for the
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hash computations. The values computed during execution are sent to it by the
logger components. The log harmonizer proceeds to match these values against
each other to verify if the JRE has been tampered with. If the JRE is tampered,
the execution values will not match.
Adding OH to the logger components also adds an additional layer of security
to them in that any tampering of the logger components will also result in the OH
values being corrupted.

6.3

End-to-End Auditing Mechanism

In this section we describe our distributed auditing mechanism including the algorithms for data owners to query the logs regarding their data.

6.3.1

Push and Pull Mode

To allow users to be timely and accurately informed about their data usage, our
distributed logging mechanism is complemented by an innovative auditing mechanism. We support two complementary auditing modes: (i) push mode; (ii) pull
mode.

Push Mode
In this mode, the logs are periodically pushed to the data owner (or auditor) by the
harmonizer. The push action will be triggered by either type of the following two
events: one is that the time elapses for a certain period according to the temporal
timer inserted as part of the JAR file; the other is that the JAR file exceeds the
size stipulated by the content owner at the time of creation. After the logs are sent
to the data owner, the log files will be dumped, so as to free the space for future
access logs. Along with the log files, the error correcting information for those logs
is also dumped.
This push mode is the basic mode which can be adopted by both the PureLog
and the AccessLog, regardless of whether there is a request from the data owner for
the log files. This mode serves two essential functions in the logging architecture:
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1) It ensures that the size of the log files does not explode and 2) It enables timely
detection and correction of any loss or damage to the log files.
Concerning the latter function, we notice that the auditor, upon receiving the
log file, will verify its cryptographic guarantees, by checking the records’ integrity
and authenticity. By construction of the records, the auditor, will be able to quickly
detect forgery of entries, using the checksum added to each and every record.
Pull Mode
This mode allows auditors to retrieve the logs anytime when they want to check
the recent access to their own data. The pull message consists simply of an FTP
pull command, which can be issues from the command line. For naive users, a
wizard comprising a batch file can be easily built. The request will be sent to the
harmonizer, and the user will be informed of the data’s locations and obtain an
integrated copy of the authentic and sealed log file.

6.3.2

Algorithms

Pushing or pulling strategies have interesting trade-offs. The pushing strategy is
beneficial when there are a large number of accesses to the data within a short
period of time. In this case, if the data is not pushed out frequently enough, the
log file may become very large, which may increase cost of operations like copying
data (see Section 8). The pushing mode may be preferred by data owners who are
organizations and need to keep track of the data usage consistently over time. For
such data owners, receiving the logs automatically can lighten the load of the data
analyzers. The maximum size at which logs are pushed out is a parameter which
can be easily configured while creating the logger component. The pull strategy is
most needed when the data owner suspects some misuse of his data; the pull mode
allows him to monitor the usage of his content immediately. A hybrid strategy can
actually be implemented to benefit of the consistent information offered by pushing
mode and the convenience of the pull mode. Further, as discussed in Section 7,
supporting both pushing and pulling modes helps protecting from some non-trivial
attacks.
The log retrieval algorithm for the Push and Pull modes is outlined in Algorithm
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6.4.
The algorithm presents logging and synchronization steps with the harmonizer
in case of PureLog. First, the algorithm checks whether the size of the JAR has
exceeded a stipulated size or the normal time between two consecutive dumps has
elapsed. The size and time threshold for a dump are specified by the data owner
at the time of creation of the JAR. The algorithm also checks whether the data
owner has requested a dump of the log files. If none of these events has occurred,
it proceeds to encrypt the record and write the error-correction information to the
harmonizer.
The communication with the harmonizer begins with a simple handshake. If
no response is received, the log file records an error. The data owner is then
alerted through emails, if the JAR is configured to send error notifications.Once the
handshake is completed, the communication with the harmonizer proceeds, using a
TCP/IP protocol. If any of the aforementioned events (i.e., there is request of the
log file, or the size or time exceeds the threshold) has occurred, the JAR simply
dumps the log files and resets all the variables, to make space for new records.
In case of AccessLog, the above algorithm is modified by adding an additional
check after step 6. Precisely, the AccessLog checks whether the CSP accessing
the log satisfies all the conditions specified in the policies pertaining to it. If the
conditions are satisfied, access is granted; otherwise, access is denied. Irrespective
of the access control outcome, the attempted access to the data in the JAR file
will be logged.
Our auditing mechanism has two main advantages. First, it guarantees a high
level of availability of the logs. Second, the use of the harmonizer minimizes the
amount of workload for human users in going through long log files sent by different copies of JAR files. For a better understanding of the auditing mechanism, we
present the following example.

Example 11. With reference to Example 1, Alice can specify that she wants to
receive the log files once every week, as it will allow her to monitor the accesses
to her photographs. Under this setting, once every week the JAR files will communicate with the harmonizer by pinging it. Once the ping is successful, the file
transfer begins. On receiving the files, the harmonizer merges the logs and sends
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them to Alice. Besides receiving log information once every week, Alice can also
request the log file anytime when needed. In this case, she just need to send her
pull request to the harmonizer which will then ping all the other JARs with the
“pull” variable to 1. Once the message from the harmonizer is received, the JARs
start transferring the log files back to the harmonizer.

6.4

Security Discussion

We now analyze possible attacks to our framework. Our analysis is based on a
semi-honest adversary model by assuming that a user does not release his master
keys to unauthorized parties, while the attacker may try to learn extra information
from the log files. We assume that attackers may have sufficient Java programming
skills to disassemble a JAR file and prior knowledge of our CIA architecture. We
first assume that the JVM is not corrupted, followed by a discussion on how to
ensure that this assumption holds true.

6.4.1

Copying Attack.

The most intuitive attack is that the attacker copies entire JAR files. The attacker
may assume that doing so allows accessing the data in the JAR file without being
noticed by the data owner. However, such attack will be detected by our auditing
mechanism. Recall that every JAR file is required to send log records to the
harmonizer. In particular, with the push mode, the harmonizer will send the logs
to data owners periodically. That is, even if the data owner is not aware of the
existence of the additional copies of its JAR files, he will still be able to receive log
files from all existing copies. If attackers move copies of JARs to places where the
harmonizer cannot connect, the copies of JARs will soon become inaccessible. This
is because each JAR is required to write redundancy information to the harmonizer
periodically. If the JAR cannot contact the harmonizer, the access to the content in
the JAR will be disabled. Thus the logger component provides more transparency
than conventional log files encryption; it allows the data owner to detect when an
attacker has created copies of a JAR, and it makes offline files unaccessible.
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6.4.2

Disassembling Attack.

Another possible attack is to disassemble the JAR file of the logger and then
attempt to extract useful information out of it or spoil the log records in it. Given
the ease of disassembling JAR files, this attack poses one of the most serious
threats to our architecture. Since we cannot prevent an attacker in possession of
the JARs, we rely on the strength of the cryptographic schemes applied to preserve
the integrity and confidentiality of the logs.
Once the JAR files are disassembled, the attacker is in possession of the public
IBE key used for encrypting the log files, the encrypted log file itself, and the
*.class files. Therefore, the attacker has to rely on learning the private key or
subverting the encryption to read the log records.
To compromise the confidentiality of the log files, the attacker may try to identify which encrypted log records correspond to his actions by mounting a chosen
plaintext attack to obtain some pairs of encrypted log records and plain texts.
However, the adoption of the Weil Pairing algorithm ensures that the CIA framework has both chosen ciphertext security and chosen plaintext security in the
random oracle model [104]. Therefore, the attacker will not be able to decrypt any
data or log files in the disassembled JAR file. Even if the attacker is an authorized user, he can only access the actual content file but he is not able to decrypt
any other data including the log files which are viewable only to the data owner.1
From the disassembled JAR files, the attackers are not able to directly view the
access control policies either, since the original source code is not included in the
JAR files. If the attacker wants to infer access control policies, the only possible
way is through analyzing the log file. This is, however, very hard to accomplish
since, as mentioned earlier, log records are encrypted and breaking the encryption
is computationally hard.
Also, the attacker cannot modify the log files extracted from a disassembled
JAR. Would the attacker erase or tamper a record, the integrity checks added to
each record of the log will not match at the time of verification (see Section 6.2.2
1

Notice that we do not consider the attack on the log harmonizer component, since it is stored
separately in either a secure proxy or at the user-end and the attacker typically cannot access
it. As a result, we assume that the attacker cannot extract the decryption keys from the log
harmonizer.
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for the record structure and hash chain), revealing the error. Similarly, attackers
will not be able to write fake records to log files without going undetected, since
they will need to sign with a valid key and the chain of hashes will not match.
The Reed-Solomon encoding used to create the redundancy for the log files, the
log harmonizer can easily detect a corrupted record or log file.
Finally, the attacker may try to modify the Java classloader in the JARs in order
to subvert the class files when they are being loaded. This attack is prevented by
the sealing techniques offered by Java. Sealing ensures that all packages within
the JAR file come from the same source code [113]. Sealing is one of the Java
properties, which allows creating a signature that does not allow the code inside
the JAR file to be changed. More importantly, this attack is stopped as the JARs
check the classloader each time before granting any access right. If the classloader
is found to be a custom classloader, the JARs will throw an exception and halt.
Further, JAR files are signed for integrity at the time of creation, to avoid that an
attacker writes to the JAR. Even if an attacker can read from it by disassembling
it - he cannot “reassemble” it with modified packages. In case the attacker guesses
or learns the data owner’s key from somewhere, all the JAR files using the same
key will be compromised. Thus, using different IBE key pairs for different JAR
files will be more secure and prevent such attack.

6.4.3

Man-in-the-Middle Attack.

An attacker may intercept messages during the authentication of a service provider
with the certificate authority, and reply the messages in order to masquerade as
a legitimate service provider. There are two points in time that the attacker can
replay the messages. One is after the actual service provider has completely disconnected and ended a session with the certificate authority. The other is when the
actual service provider is disconnected but the session is not over, so the attacker
may try to renegotiate the connection. The first type of attack will not succeed
since the certificate typically has a timestamp which will become obsolete at the
time point of reuse. The second type of attack will also fail since renegotiation
is banned in the latest version of OpenSSL and cryptographic checks have been
added.
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6.4.4

Compromised JVM Attack.

An attacker may try to compromise the JVM.
To quickly detect and correct these issues we discussed in Section 5.3 how to
integrate Oblivious Hashing (OH) to guarantee the correctness of the JRE [112] and
how to correct the JRE prior to execution, in case any error is detected. OH adds
hash code to capture the computation results of each instruction and computes the
oblivious-hash value as the computation proceeds. These two techniques allow for
a first quick detection of errors due to malicious JVM, therefore mitigating the risk
of running subverted JARs. To further strengthen our solution, one can extend
OH usage to guarantee the correctness of the class files loaded by the JVM.
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Figure 6.4. Push and Pull PureLog Mode
Require: size: maximum size of the log file
specified by the data owner, time: maximum time allowed to elapse before the log
file is dumped, tbeg: timestamp at which
the last dump occurred, log: current log file,
pull: indicates whether a command from
the data owner is received.
1: Let TS(NTP) be the network time protocol
timestamp
2: pull = 0
3: rec := hU ID, OID, AccessT ype, Result, T ime, Loci
4: curtime := T S(N T P )
5: lsize := sizeof (log) //current size of the
log
6: if ((cutime -tbeg) < time)&&
(lsize < size)&&(pull == 0) then
7:
log := log + EN CRY P T (rec) // ENCRYPT is the encryption function used
to encrypt the record
8:
P IN G to CJAR //send a PING to the
harmonizer to check if it is alive
9:
if P IN G-CJAR then
10:
PUSH RS(rec) // write the error correcting bits
11:
else
12:
EXIT(1) // error if no PING is received
13:
end if
14: end if
15: if ((cutime−tbeg) > time)||(lsize >= size)
||(pull 6= 0) then
16:
// Check if PING is received
17:
if P IN G-CJAR then
18:
PUSH log //write the log file to the
harmonizer
19:
RS(log) := N U LL // reset the error
correction records
20:
tbeg := T S(N T P ) // reset the tbeg
variable
21:
pull := 0
22:
else
23:
EXIT(1) // error if no PING is received
24:
end if
25: end if

Chapter

7

Performance Study
We have prototyped GABE’s service selection framework (introduced in Chapter
4) as a trusted system separate from the Cloud on a Sony Vaio F series Laptop,
with a 8GB (4GBx2) DDR3-SDRAM-1333, 640GB Hardrive and a Intel Core i72820QM quad-core processor (2.30GHz) with Turbo Boost up to 3.40GHz. All
the components are implemented as C programs. We implemented GABE’s node
selection framework (introduced in Chapter 5) on top of Microsoft’s Azure framework. We used the Daytona runtime developed by Microsoft Research for Azure.
Daytona is an iterative MapReduce runtime, designed to support wide class of
data analytics and machine learning algorithms [10]. An affinity group is created
to co-host the hosted service, which is comprised of the actual MapReduce code,
in the same geographical location. For our deployment, we selected the West US
affinity group. A node can be either a“Master” or a“Slave”. The instance count
of the Slave role is updated as per the anticipated load and the number of cores
allocated to the Azure project. In our testbed, we allocated a varying number of
VMs per core, starting with 1 and scaling up to 20. We deploy 5 of these projects,
to utilize a total of about 5 cores. The sample application of k-means is updated
with our modules using Visual Studio 2012. We extend some of Daytona’s modules
to integrate the functionality offered by the proposed PARiNgS framework. The
core modules of PARiNgS are Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) and Policy Decision Points (PDP), which are in charge of enforcement and evaluation of privacy
policies respectively. The PEP includes data pre-processing module, tainting and
evaluation, and is deployed exclusively at the Master, with the exclusion of the
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tainting module. Tainting is also deployed at the worker nodes, that may have
to re-apply taint upon completion of partial processes. We have prototyped the
Cloud information accountability framework on a small Cloud-like environment on
Emulab [102] using Eucalyptus [103] as the underlying Cloud middleware.

7.1

Materials and Methods

In order to identify what is the actual information that a broker should account for
when performing the service selection, and providing accountability and distributed
policy enforcement, we studied the profile of the top ten Cloud service providers
[12]. Our analysis included providers offering storage services or the Platform as a
Service (Rackspace, Salesforce, Cloud Foundry from VMWare), enterprise Cloud
platforms (CloudSwitch from Verizon, IBM Cloud), and service providers who offer
multiple types of services (Microsoft Azure, Amazon EC2, and Google Cloud).
We begin with a study of the services provided by major CSPs, and then focus
on generating datasets for service selection based on the information gathered.

7.2

A study of Cloud Services

Amazon[21], Google[114], Microsoft[20], Saleforce.com [115] and Sun are considered among the key players in the cloud computing market, but they represent only
a small portion of the providers in this space. Other emerging cloud providers are
Proofpoint [116], RightScale [117], and Workday [118]. We now summarize the features of some of the most well known providers, highlighting the major differences
among them.
Amazon (AWS) offers a number of infrastructure-related web services, including the Elastic Computing Cloud (EC2), Simple Storage Service (S3), CloudFront,
SimpleDB and Simple Query Service (SQS). EC2 provides resizable computing
capacity in the cloud. It allows scalable deployment of applications by providing
web services interfaces through which customers can create virtual machines. S3
is used to store and retrieve unlimited amounts of data at any time from the web.
CloudFront is a content delivery network. SimpleDB provides core database functions of data indexing and querying. SQS is a distributed queue messaging service
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that supports the programmatic sending of messages via web services applications.
AWS can be used for several purposes, in that it supports various operating systems
and programming languages. For example, organizations can leverage the AWS
worldwide network of edge servers to minimize degradation of delivery and services
for content delivery by using cloudfront and S3. Organizations can also leverage
AWS as an option for managing internal backup as an alternative to on-site storage
infrastructure.
While AWS offers an infrastructure, Google App Engine and Microsoft Azure
Services offer platforms as a service for building and hosting web applications on
the web infrastructure. They can be used for multiple purposes, such as messaging,
securing email systems, collaboration and application development. For example,
customers now can develop their applications by using the cloud services without
having their own infrastructure installed locally.
Google App Engine offers the platform as a service for building and hosting web
applications on the web infrastructure. It can be used for multiple purposes, such
as messaging, securing email systems, collaboration and application development.
Currently. it supports Python and Java programming languages. Customers can
develop their own applications in these two languages by using Google App Engine.
Microsoft Azure Services is also a platform, which includes a number of services:
.net, SQL and Live services, to be used primarily for application development. Microsoft provides an operating system called Azure, that serves as a runtime for the
applications and provides a set of services that allows development, management
and hosting of managed applications at Microsoft data centers.
Recently, Sun is promoting an open cloud philosophy, targeting primarily the
developer’s community. Their Open Cloud Platform plans to offer an infrastructure
related to servers, storage and databases. Developers will access the Sun public
cloud services from a web browser to provision resources on their platform of choice.
With respect to competitors, it will stand out for supporting the various operating
systems/programming languages and virtual data center capabilities.
Overall, the cloud is already a viable and sensible solution for many small and
medium size business. This is especially the focus area of Amazon, Google, and
RightScale or ProofPoint, while Microsoft Azure, Sun and Salesforce are geared
toward larger scale enterprises.
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7.3

Generation of Testing Datasets

To extract functional and non-functional properties of each provider, we first analyzed the providers’ available manifests. These manifests included documents
related to security practices, privacy policies, the Cloud documentations on getting started and other user guides, FAQs, white papers, Terms of use, and Service
Level Agreements (SLAs).
For example, Amazon EC2’s documentation includes: Overview of security
Processes (Amazon Virtual Private Cloud Documentation, Amazon Virtual Private
Cloud Getting Started Guide, etc.), EC2 SLA, FAQs, Privacy Policy. Rackspace’s
documentation includes: Privacy Statement, Terms of use, Developer Guides, and
Pricing.
The data and the level of detail provided by each Cloud service provider varies
widely. For instance, the Amazon EC2 Cloud breaks down its pricing based on
various factors including the region to which the service is provided, while the
Windows Azure Cloud, despite having an equally detailed documentation uses
a different break down for its pricing [20]. Further, the information provided by
Salesforce and Rackspace is not easily comparable with the information provided by
Amazon or Microsoft. These differences come from the inherently diverse purposes
and customer bases for which these services are intended - thus making the service
type of the service providers one of the most important differentiating variables
among them.
However, as mentioned before, a customer often does not have a clear understanding of the services being offered, and he may simply have a basic idea of the
service type he seeks along with the price he is willing to pay. Therefore, the role
of middle-man able to synthesize the services features and the relative price units
is necessary, so as to lead the customer toward an optimal choice. Precisely, in the
case of the provider we analyzed, we identify normalized variables and domain as
reported in Table 7.1. We then identified and extracted a set of common properties
based on common business recommendations for service selection [19]. A complete
set of these properties qualifies a specific service provider and its service offering.
Using the information from the manifests, we identified the acceptable values for
each of the properties (using ranges), based on the maximum and minimum service
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levels offered for a given property by any of the service providers. This gave us our
starting set of ten data points and shaped the representation of service providers.
With the starting data points, we generated 10K data points representing synthetic
providers. Each synthetic providers was generated using random combinations for
each of the properties describing it. Specifically, we use a pseudo random number
generator to generate a subset of the total possible 1010 combinations, and filter
out the outliers wherein all the properties have either very low or very high values.
The properties were derived also according to common business recommendations
for service selection [119]. Table 7.1 provides an excerpt of our data collection
analysis. As introduced in Section 4.2, the collected properties include Service
Types offered, Security and privacy levels, QoS, Service Measurement Units, Pricing Unit times, Instance Sizes supported by the Cloud, Operating System types
supported, the price range, and the regions in which the servers are located. In
the table, Service Type of type 1 refers to service on-demand, 2 refers to reserved
instances, while 3 refers to specialized services such as custom IPs in case of Amazon, or caching in case of Windows Azure. Sec stands for security. Msrmt stands
for measurement units, where 1 refers to measurement in terms of memory used,
2 refers to measurement in terms of number of transactions, 3 stands for number
of connections or data transfers done and 4 for the data transfer time. Prcg unts
stands for Pricing Units, where 1 stands for per month, 2 per year, 3 per 3 years,
and 4 per hour. IS denotes Instance sizes where 1 refers to Small and anything
below small such as Micro in case of Amazon EC2, 2 for Medium, 3 for Large, while
4 for extra large and above such as Quadruple extra Large provided by Amazon.
OS is the operating system. A value 1 corresponds to Linux, while 2 is Windows.
Prc stands for pricing and is normalized to per hour for each SP. Reg stands for
regions where Yes denotes that pricing varies by region, while No denotes there
is no differential pricing across various regions. With this information, we form a
synthetic data set of Cloud service providers, each of which is described by some
varying combination of the set of properties described in Table 7.1
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Table 7.1. Cloud Service Provider Attributes and Variable Ranges
CSP Name
Amazon EC2
Windows Azure
Rackspace
Salesforce
Joynet
Google Clouds

7.4

Service Type
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3

Sec
High
High
Low
Low
Low
Medium

QoS
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High

Variable Names
Msrmt
Prcg unts
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 4
1, 3, 4
1, 4
4
1
4
1, 4
1, 2
1, 4

IS
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4
2
N/D
3, 4

OS
1, 2
2
1, 2
N/D
1, 2
N/D

Prc
0.000 - 2.60
0.04- 0.96
0.015 - 1.08
2 - 260
0.085 -2.80
0.0057 - 0.0068

Reg
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Experimental Results related to Cloud Service Selection

We compare our cloud service selection (CSS) algorithm introduced in Chapter
4 with a baseline approach which uses an exhaustive search to check all possible
combinations of all service providers for a given query and find the service providers
that match the query properties best. The performance is evaluated in terms of
both efficiency and accuracy. Efficiency is measured using the processing time.
Accuracy is measured as the number of different properties in the service providers
returned by our solution and that by the baseline solution. We first present the
results of the B+ -tree, followed by the results of the tests for the B cloud -tree.

7.4.1

Effect of Number of Service Providers on the B+ -tree

In the first set of experiments, we compare the performance of our CSS algorithm
with the baseline approach when the total number of service providers is increased
from 1000 to 10000. For each set of service providers, we execute 100 service
selection queries that contain 9 number of desired properties. Figure 7.1 shows
the average service selection time. Observe that our CSS algorithm significantly
outperforms the baseline approach, and the performance gap between the two
approaches is enlarged quickly with the increase of the number of service providers.
Specifically, our CSS algorithm is about 100 times faster than the baseline approach
when there are 10000 service providers. This demonstrates the pruning power of
the CSP-index used by our approach. The CSP-index arranges service providers
according to the similarity among their properties. Given a service request, the
CSP-index helps to quickly direct the search to the group of service providers that
may satisfy the querying properties. The baseline approach is very time consuming
since it needs to check the property of each service provider and verify all possible
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combinations of service providers.

Figure 7.1. Variation of processing time with number of SPs

Next, we compare the results returned from our approach with that from the
baseline approach to evaluate our query accuracy. Figure 7.2 reports the number
of different properties in the service providers obtained from our approach and
the baseline approach. It also shows how a purely greedy algorithm fares with
respect to the baseline. As shown, our CSS algorithm usually has just one or two
properties that are different from the baseline approach. This minor difference is
due to the greedy algorithm adopted by our approach after the initial selection
of CSPs. Considering the overall performance in terms of efficiency and accuracy,
our approach is considerably better than the baseline approach.

Figure 7.2. Accuracy of the CSS algorithm
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Figure 7.3. Effect of the number of querying properties for queries returning a single
SP

Figure 7.4. Effect of the number of querying properties for queries returning multiple
SPs

7.4.2

Effect of Number of Properties Required in the Service Selection on the B+ -tree

To evaluate the effect of the properties, we vary the number of querying properties
per request from 1 to 9 and test them in the dataset containing 5000 service
providers. Two types queries are considered. One denoted as in Figure 7.3 refers
to queries that return more than one service provider for a single request. The
other denoted as “single” refers to queries that can be satisfied by a single service
provider and these results are shown in Figure 7.4. The first observation is that
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the results returned by our CSS algorithm have only minor differences from that
of the baseline approach in most cases. As can be seen in both figures, it clearly
outperforms a simple greedy algorithm. Second, we notice that the CSS algorithm
yields better accuracy, i.e., fewer number of different properties, when the query
result contains just single service provider. This is because it is easy to verify
whether a single service provider matches the query requirement. There are more
possibilities when selecting the combination of service providers when the service
request needs to be fulfilled by multiple service providers.

7.4.3

Experiments on the B cloud -tree

We calculate the time taken by the B cloud -tree to find a comparable match to the
query both when the query is expressed in terms of fixed values, and in terms of
a range of desired values. To check the performance of the B cloud -tree in terms
of time taken, we increase the number of CSPs being checked from 100 to 20000
and measure the system time in milliseconds. This is compared with the optimal
approach for time, which is the greedy approach.
We then measure the accuracy of the B cloud -tree for both fixed value queries
and interval queries by comparing the number of properties in which the CSP
returned by the B cloud -tree differed from an exhaustive match of the queries. We
find that the accuracy of the B cloud -tree is very high for the interval queries.
7.4.3.1

Performance of Exact Queries on the B cloud -tree

First, we evaluate the performance of exact queries in terms of varying number of
CSPs and the number of querying properties.
• Effect of Number of CSPs on the B cloud -tree:
In this round of experiments, we generate 100 exact queries, each of which
includes 5 randomly chosen query properties and values. We execute the 100
queries against different number of CSPs ranging from 1000 to 10000, and record
the average processing time and accuracy.
Figure 7.5 shows the query processing time of the two approaches: the Bcloud tree, and the B+ -tree.
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Figure 7.5. Performance of the Bcloud -tree, and the B+ -tree

Figure 7.6 shows the accuracy of the query results obtained from the two approaches as the number of service providers are increased

Figure 7.6. Accuracy Comparison of the Bcloud -tree, and the B+ -tree

• Effect of Number of Querying Properties on the B cloud -tree:
In this set of experiments, we vary the number of querying properties per
request from 1 to 10 and test them in the dataset containing 5000 service providers.
We report the average cost of 100 queries with the same number of querying
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properties for each setting.
Figure 7.7 shows the number of properties in the query results that do not
satisfy query requirements.

Figure 7.7. Number of properties in the fixed query results that do not match results
of the baseline in the Bcloud -tree

Figure 7.8 compares the average query processing time as the number of service
providers are increased up to 20000.
7.4.3.2

Performance of Interval Queries

We now evaluate the performance of the interval queries which allow the users to
specify a range of desired values for querying properties. We also examine the effect
regarding the varying number of CSPs and the number of querying properties.
Since the B + -tree does not support interval queries, in what follows, we present
the comparison results between the Bcloud -tree and the baseline approach.
• Effect of the Number of CSPs:
For this round of experiments, we generate 100 interval queries with the following characteristics: (1) each query contains 5 randomly selected properties; (2)
each query property is associated with a randomly generated interval with the
medium size. The number of CSPs is increased from 1000 to 20000 and the time
taken for the results to be returned is recorded. The results are shown in Figure7.9
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Figure 7.8. Average processing time for fixed queries in the Bcloud -tree

Figure 7.9. Average processing time for interval queries in the Bcloud -tree

• Effect of the Number of Querying Properties and Their Ranges:
We generate interval queries with the number of query properties varying from 1
to 10. For each query property, we randomly generate a medium size query interval.
We generate 10 sets of 100 queries. For each set of queries, they have the same
number of query properties while the specific properties in each query is randomly
chosen from the 10 properties. We then measure the number of differences in the
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results returned by the Bcloud -tree as compared to the baseline. The results are
shown in Figure 7.10

Figure 7.10. Number of properties in the interval query results that do not match
results of the baseline in the Bcloud -tree

7.5

Experimental Evaluation of GABE’s Node
Selection Framework

We evaluate the scalability and overheard introduced by GABE’s Node Selection
framework, with respect to the data partitioning, data tainting, distributed policy
evaluation tasks, as well as the overall time for completing a job. All experiments
were conducted in public settings, using the k-means algorithm.
The first set of experiments aims to measure the time taken for data partitioning
based on user’s policies. We used a policy with two rules. The first rule has a
T arget component specified on the indexes of the data (since the k-means data is
tabular in form). The second rule has the T arget consisting of some conditions
specified on columns of the table. In the experiment we repeated multiple tests,
varying the file size and number of conditions. The results are reported in Table
7.2. In the first case, the pre-processing takes place in constant time, because
the partitioner just needs to partition the data at the indexes specified (assuming
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the bucket partitioning algorithm does not shuffle around content). It averages at
0.03765 seconds for 30k file size. In the second case, wherein the T arget of the rule
is expressed as a boolean function against the data attributes, the pre-processing
on conditions takes linear time. The input file size also affects pre-processing time
as the number of buckets the data is divided into depends on file size.
File Size
10k
20k
30k
40k
50k

1 cond
0.1754
0.1761
0.1768
0.1773
0.1779

2 cond
0.35
0.35187
0.35358
0.3546
0.356

3 cond
0.52618
0.527976
0.529991
0.5331
0.53365

4 cond
0.7001
0.70397
0.70735
0.70987
0.7116

5 cond
0.8787
0.8799
0.8814
0.886
0.8888

6 cond
0.99976
1.0543
1.0608
1.0637
1.0676

7 cond
1.2278
1.2327
1.2376
1.2411
1.2435

8 cond
1.4082
1.40876
1.4099
1.4208
1.4256

9 cond
1.5768
1.58478
1.6001
1.6014
1.621

10 cond
1.754
1.7598
1.7652
1.7698
1.7891

Table 7.2. Time taken for pre-processing in seconds

The second set of experiments evaluate the overhead introduced by tainting.
Tainting is executed by the Master before the map phase, and, after the map phase
is completed when the mappers have to apply the taint again. Since the Master and
workers have similar configurations, the measurement for both tasks can be done
at any node. We simply chose a worker node at random for these measurements.
As shown in Figure 7.11, the time taken for tainting increases linearly with the
number of data partitions, assuming that each partition represents a single target
and therefore has one applicable rule. We increased the number of partitions from
5 to 50 in increments of 5. The minimum time taken for tainting is 0.7 seconds,
when we have 5 partitions, while at 50 partitions, it takes about 1.7 seconds.
Next, we evaluate the efficiency of the distributed policy evaluation protocol
introduced in Chapter 5. The CPU time is measured for all the operations starting
with property extraction and ending with the key formation for data access. Up
to 7 properties were verified for the workers. We carefully selected the ratio of
workers versus verifiers, per our discussion in Section 5.4.2. Up to 36 nodes act as
verifiers, for 99 workers1 ; when a lower number of workers are used for a job, the
number of verifiers is accordingly reduced to maintain a ratio of workers to verifiers
as about 2.75:1 in order to ensure that the probability of receiving a key share from
an uncorrupted verifier is higher than 0.5. The results of this experiment, for up to
100 workers, are shown in Figures 7.11, and 7.12. As can be seen, the time taken
for the keys to be obtained by all the workers shows a nearly linear time increase
with the increase in the number of nodes. Finally, our last set of experiments
1

A verifier for a given job may itself be being verified for one or all of the properties.
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Figure 7.11. Processing time for tainting varying number of shards

Figure 7.12. Processing time for distributed verification
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measures the overall performance of our PARiNgS framework which includes all
steps, from rule writing to job completion. We measure the time taken to complete
running the k-means algorithm for a data set with 1000 data points. We compare
our framework with a centralized baseline approach. In the centralized evaluation
approach, only the Master is in charge of verifying the workers’ properties. As
baseline, the runtime for the k-means algorithm averages at around 40 seconds for
one iteration, and 650 seconds for 10 iterations. As for our approach, we used
100 VMs with one of them being the Master. We assume the probability of a
node being corrupted is 0.1. For a trustworthy verification, PS , the probability of
getting shares from non-corrupted nodes, needs to be higher than 0.5. The number
of verifiers were calculated so that PS ≥ 0.6. The experiment is run for both a
mono-iterative and multi-iterative k-means. We find that the runtime using our
distributed policy evaluation protocol shows a linear increase. The overhead in
case of distributed evaluation is reported in Table 7.3. As reported, simple policies
on non iterative k-mean processes incur a very small overhead increase (less than
5%). In contrast, the execution time in case of centralized processing is extremely
high, and of orders of magnitude higher than the distributed case. We report the
results of the comparison between iterative and centralized execution in Figure
7.13. As shown, for computationally expensive tasks (such as iterative k-means)
the time explodes when multiple rules are being verified.

Figure 7.13. Processing time for complete task execution on two separate settings
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No. of rules
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Time(sec)1 round
45
50
51
52
53
53.5
56
75.86
95.764
115.584

Time(sec) 10 rounds
705
750
760
770
780
785
790
1008.6
1207.6
1411.1

No. of cond
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
5
7

No. of Verifiers
18
18
36
36
36
40
42
45
45
45

Table 7.3. Runtime for Single and Multiple Iterations of K-means

By taking a further look of the above experiment, for both approaches, the
properties being verified include: nodes’ capabilities, location, files access, support
for cryptographic protocols (i.e AES, DES, 3DES). Verifying some of such properties, as discussed in Appendix, may involve several steps and is therefore time
consuming. For instance, the base-time for location verification by a sub-verifier
is approximately 65 ms for echoing 32 bytes of data, when the sub-verifier is on
the same continent, but a different zone from the worker (e.g. the sub-verifier is
in US East, while worker is in US West). It is about a max. of 251 ms when the
sub-verifier is in a different continent (the sub-verifier was in US, while the server
being pinged was in India)2 . The average verification time by the verifier is 0.0651
seconds. For nodes capabilities, an average of 0.00435 seconds is taken when the
sample job being submitted is k-means. For each of the security properties, the
average verification time is 0.06324 seconds.

7.6

Experimental Results related to Cloud Information Accountability

In the experiments conducted on the CIA framework presented in Chapter 6, we
first examine the time taken to create a log file and then measure the overhead in
2

This is almost never a realistic setup, and was only tested as an extreme outlier case. Since
the affinity group of all our workers is the same, we had to ping a different server existing in
India.
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the system. With respect to time, the overhead can occur at three points: during
the authentication, during encryption of a log record, and during the merging of
the logs. Also, with respect to storage overhead, we notice that our architecture is
very lightweight, in that the only data to be stored is given by the actual files and
the associated logs. Further, JAR act as a compressor of the files that it handles.
In particular, as introduced in Section III, multiple files can be handled by the
same logger component. To this extent, we investigate whether a single logger
component, used to handle more than one file, results in storage overhead.

7.6.1

Log Creation Time

In the first round of experiments, we are interested in finding out the time taken
to create a log file when there are entities continuously accessing the data, causing
continuous logging. Results are shown in Figure 7.14. It is not surprising to
see that the time to create a log file increases linearly with the size of the log
file. Specifically, the time to create a 100Kb file is about 114.5ms while the time
to create a 1 MB file averages at 731ms. With this experiment as the baseline,
one can decide the amount of time to be specified between dumps, keeping other
variables like space constraints or network traffic in mind.

Figure 7.14. Time to Create Log Files of Different Sizes
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7.6.2

Authentication Time

The next point that the overhead can occur is during the authentication of a
CSP. If the time taken for this authentication is too long, it may become a bottleneck for accessing the enclosed data. To evaluate this, the head node issued
OpenSSL certificates for the computing nodes and we measured the total time
for the OpenSSL authentication to be completed and the certificate revocation to
be checked. Considering one access at the time, we find that the authentication
time averages around 920 ms which proves that not too much overhead is added
during this phase. As of present, the authentication takes place each time the CSP
needs to access the data. The performance can be further improved by caching
the certificates.
The time for authenticating an end user is about the same when we consider
only the actions required by the JAR, viz. obtaining a SAML certificate and then
evaluating it. This is because both the OpenSSL and the SAML certificates are
handled in a similar fashion by the JAR. When we consider the user actions, such
as submitting his username to the JAR, it averages at 1.2 minutes.

7.6.3

Time Taken to Perform Logging

This set of experiments studies the effect of log file size on the logging performance.
We measure the average time taken to grant an access plus the time to write the
corresponding log record. The time for granting any access to the data items in a
JAR file includes the time to evaluate and enforce the applicable policies and to
locate the requested data items.
In the experiment, we let multiple servers continuously access the same data
JAR file for a minute and recorded the number of log records generated. Each access is just a view request and hence the time for executing the action is negligible.
As a result, the average time to log an action is about 10 seconds, which includes
the time taken by a user to double click the JAR or by a server to run the script
to open the JAR. We also measured the log encryption time which is about 300ms
(per record) and is relatively constant when the log file size increases.
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7.6.4

Log Merging Time

To check if the log harmonizer can be a bottleneck, we measure the amount of time
required to merge log files. In this experiment, we ensured that each of the log
files had 10% to 25% of the records in common with one other. The exact number
of records in common was random for each repetition of the experiment. The time
was averaged over 10 repetitions. We tested the time to merge up to 70 log files of
100KB, 300KB, 500KB,700KB, 900KB, and 1 MB each. The results are shown in
Figure 7.15. We can observe that the time increases almost linearly to the number
of files and size of files, with the least time being taken for merging two 100KB log
files at 59 ms, while the time to merge 70 1 MB files was 2.35 minutes.

Figure 7.15. Time to Merge Log Files

in a Cloud Brokerage System

7.6.5

Effect of Size of the Data on Size of the JAR Files

Finally, we investigate whether a single logger, used to handle more than one file,
results in storage overhead. The results of this experiment are reported in Figure
7.16. We measure the size of the loggers (JARs) by varying the number and size of
data items held by them. We tested the increase in size of the logger containing 10
content files (i.e. images) of the same size as the file size increases. Intuitively, in
case of larger size of data items held by a logger, the overall logger also increases
in size. The size of logger grows from 3500KB to 4035KB when the size of content
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items changes from 200KB to 1MB. Overall, due to the compression provided by
JAR files, the size of the logger is dictated by the size of the largest files it contains.
Notice that we purposely did not include large log files (less than 5KB), so as to
focus on the overhead added by having multiple content files in a single JAR.

7.6.6

Overhead added by JVM Integrity Checking

We investigate the overhead added by both the JRE installation/repair process,
and by the time take for computation of hash codes.
The time taken for JRE installation/repair averages around 6500 ms. This
time was measured by taking the system time stamp at the beginning and end of
the installation/repair.
To calculate the time overhead added by the hash codes, we simply measure
the time taken for each hash calculation. This time is found to average around 9
ms. The number of hash commands varies based on the size of the code in the code
does not change with the content, the number of hash commands remain constant.

Figure 7.16. Size of the Logger Component

in a Cloud Brokerage System

Chapter

8

Concluding Remarks and Future
Work
8.1

Conclusions

Cloud computing is beginning to play a large role in small and medium businesses.
Cloud computing systems have many parallels to distributed systems, but they
present a new business model, with which comes a new threat model. Due to
the similarities between Cloud computing and other distributed systems, the solutions developed for Cloud computing environments pan well for other distributed
environments. For instance, like web services Clouds also present users with different services hosted on a server. They allow users to host applications on them
too. However, the service models developed for other distributed environments,
such as web services do not necessarily pan out for the Clouds. For instance, web
services have a widely accepted standard for representing their SLAs, while not
all Cloud service providers follow the same standard for their SLAs. Further, in
other distributed systems, the users are faced with semi-trusted service providers;
however, in Clouds, the service providers are fully untrusted as they can be compromised. As presented in this dissertation, the Cloud brokers form a first step
towards bridging the gaps in the trust as they help end users select and rank Cloud
service providers.
We designed and presented a detailed framework for the Cloud broker architec-
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ture. We also developed detailed algorithms to realize the proposed architecture.
In particular, we presented two novel indexing structures, namely the B+ -tree and
the Bcloud -tree, to facilitate the arrangement and retrieval of the information about
service providers. We also proposed innovative approaches for automatically logging any access to the data in the cloud together with an auditing mechanism.
Our approach allows the data owner to not only audit his content but also enforce
strong back-end protection if needed. Moreover, one of the main features of our
work is that it enables the data owner to audit even those copies of its data that
were made without his knowledge. Further, we demonstrated that the back-end
protection used by the CIA framework, can be easily extended for email attachments. In fact, the back-end framework presented forms a light-weight, portable
and flexible architecture for content protection.

8.2

Limitations and Ongoing Work

Given that GABE forms a central trusted piece of each of the tasks being carried
out, verifying GABE’s actions are carried out correctly is necessary. The meaning
of the term correctness varies with respect to the function being carried out by
GABE. We are currently taking steps to relax some of the assumptions on the
trust placed on GABE.

8.2.1

JRE Security Limitations

An inherent limitation of our brokerage architecture lies in the reliance of GABE’s
accountability framework on Java. The integrity of GABE’s accountability framework is directly dependent on the integrity of the JRE of the remote systems the
data resides on. This is a non-trivial problem faced by any system that is located
on a remote untrusted machine. Accordingly, we plan to refine our approach to
verify the integrity of the JRE. For example, we will investigate whether it is possible to leverage the notion of a secure JVM [120] being developed by IBM. This
research is aimed at providing software tamper resistance to Java applications.
The JAR files will check the JVM before enforcing the policies as a part of our
effort to achieve software tamper resistance.
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8.2.2

Ongoing Work on the CSS framework

As presented in Chapter 4, GABE’s service selection architecture fulfills the basic requirements of helping a user select a CSP. It ranks CSPs, and helps users
identify possible collisions and collusions between them. However, in doing so we
assume that the broker indeed searches the entire list of CSPs stored in either
tree structure. In order to relax this assumption and offer proof to the client on
the correctness of the results returned, we are currently working on extending the
B + -tree using a Merkle B + -tree MBT. Specifically, the is used as an authenticated
structure for indexing the re-defined numeric property Pricing. Specifically, in the
MBT, the leaf nodes store the actual prices of CSPs and the values of internal
nodes are computed from the concatenation of the hash tags of their child nodes
via an appropriate hash function. This type of structure allows clients to present
verifiable range query over the Pricing property. Note that the reason for indexing
Pricing in this scheme is twofold: on the one side, price is one of the most common
and important criterion used by clients to specify clients query requirements; on
the other side, it has many possible values in domain, leading to a better dispersion
performance in B+ tree and facilitating the search over this property. We note that
this verifiable query over single dimensional space is not enough for CSP selection
in that CSPs are typically associated with multiple properties and a clients service
selection query usually involves at least a subset of them. Accordingly, the MBT
will be extended to support indexing over multiple properties to better support
multi-dimensional queries.

8.2.3

Ongoing Work on Ensuring Reachability of Virtual
Machines

Another non-trivial problem faced in the Cloud computing architecture is the
reachability and integrity of virtual machines (VMs). Virtualization allows Cloud
providers to maximize the use of their hardware resources by allowing them to
multiplex many customer VMs across a single physical machine. Data leakage
problems can be introduced due to co-resident VMs as shown in the paper [13].
Accordingly, we are currently investigating the detection of data leakage via covert
side channels by relying on exceptions and events occurring within each VM. we
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focus on load-based measurement attacks, which are covert side-channel attacks
born specifically as a result of the virtualization in Cloud systems [13]. In general, a covert channel attack is an attack which takes place when two entities or
processes communicate with each other via channels that are hidden and therefore
not subject to the general access control techniques. These channels can be formed
by relying on time-based operations [121], such as opening and closing a file at a
certain time, or can rely on techniques such as port knocking [122]. our solution
consists of few main steps: (1) collection of system calls occurring at the physical host, and the exceptions which may be specific to the attacks, to (a) identify
the VM causing the exception, and the process that spawned the exception, and
(b) identify whether conditions sufficient for the attack exist, and (2) processing
of these exceptions to detect the load-variation attacks. Each of the steps is associated with a logic module, which we refer to as Observer and Defender, in
what follows. The Observer and Defender are implemented as part of a trusted
VM. he Observer component is designed to dynamically collect metrics indicative
of suspicious load variations. We specifically focus on tracking network processes,
their CPU loads and spawned system calls. Hence, the Observer has three main
tasks: (1) extract systems calls and interrupts of monitored processes, (2) map the
identified system calls and interrupts to specific programs from the specific VMs
which generated them, and (3) determine whether the conditions necessary for an
attack to be carried out co-exist. In order to extract and map the system calls,
the Observer spawns multiple tracing threads, instantiated by means of debugging
tools, such as Linux strace and WinDBg in Windows. To quantify the necessary
conditions for an attack, the Observer uses some baseline system metrics on CPU
utilization by processes observed in absence of attacks, as well as the expected
number of system calls experienced by any given process, as a part of a training
process. Upon gathering sufficient training data on all possible network processes
triggered by the VMs, the Observer labels as suspicious each process P ID if (a)
the CPU activity is above a given threshold τ , and (b) P ID is a network process. Specifically, with respect to (b), upon crossing the τ CPU threshold activity,
the Observer checks the event logs which are downloaded from the monitored VM
to the trusted VM hosting the Observer and Defender, to identify if a particular
external host or a group of hosts has been trying to ping or otherwise activate
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the process. If the increase in activity is indeed caused by external systems, the
Observer alerts the Defender to check for possible attack patterns. The Observer
determines the minimum conditions for the system to be in an anomalous condition. However, it does not provide any indications on the actual methodology
taken to affect load variations. Therefore, once it receives the IDs of the VMs,
the corresponding suspected processes and the exceptions from the Observer, the
Defender starts searching for attack-specific patterns. It specifically starts monitoring for patterns if the network processes reach a high load due to network
events, per the information obtained from the Observer. Each pattern consists of
a particular sequence of exceptions, wherein both the type of exceptions observed,
their order, as well as the frequency of particular system calls within the sequence
matter. Of course, system calls may be suppressed by a sophisticated attacker at
the originating VM.
However this work is currently limited only to one attack and also suffers from
false positives and negatives. It will be further refined to deal with false positives
and negatives arising from the rate of exceptions occurring, and then extended to
address other attacks.

8.3

Future Work

Apart from the completion of the ongoing work, we foresee many additional extensions and uses of the GABE framework to enable it to reach its full potential.
GABE currently has the ability to process a user’s query, but the query being
presented to GABE has to be well formulated for GABE to make a correct choice
for the user. This in turn assumes that a user has a complete understanding of
the exact services he requires from the Cloud. However, this is often not the case.
Users often only have the knowledge of the task they are looking to outsource to
the Cloud. Accordingly, an interesting direction for GABE to take would be interpreting the user’s needs from a raw query and formulating the actual query that
would be beneficial to the user. Since GABE is responsible for sending the user’s
data to the CSPs, GABE can also set up the actual Cloud service required by
selecting the number of VMs required, the firewall groups and any access control
policies as required. Further, the logger components of GABE can be extended to
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log the verification actions done during the node selection and setup to prove to
the user that his data is indeed not being misused. The logger components can
also be integrated with various business intelligence and statistical tools to provide
business intelligence reports and incident detection reports to the appropriate personnel. These are just some of the possible extensions of GABE. We foresee GABE
becoming a powerful, integrated tool for use in multiple distributed systems once
its full potential is realized.

Appendix

A

Application Scenario for the Cloud
Information Architecture beyond
Cloud Computing
The CIA framework is designed for Cloud computing platforms, but it is applicable
to other application domains, one of them being emails. In this Section, we discuss
the basis of the policy enforcement architecture, referred to as JUiCE, and present
how it binds with the data and how the policies are enforced. We then present
how the distributed policy enforcement system can be adapted to protect email
attachments. We begin with the formulation of a problem statement for distributed
policy enforcement, and then present our detailed framework

A.1

Problem Statement

The focus of this work is to provide an extended form of content protection for images, and more in general, multimedia files. A document is an abstraction of a data
item to be protected, such as a text file, a database tuple or an image. We aim at
providing a way for content owners to achieve extended control, according to which
selected recipients can access, and use, the content they are entitled for, within a
certain time interval. Our primary challenge is to provide a platform-independent
and lightweight approach that does not require users to deploy dedicated software
or to be constantly connected online to obtain access. To this end, we aim to
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develop techniques which satisfy the following requirements.
1. The content should be protected according to the sender’s specified protection
requirements. Content protection should go beyond the traditional access control
mechanisms that have no control over the file after the access rights are granted
to the recipients.
2. Content owners should have a certain degree of control over the actions that
the recipients are allowed on the data. For example, if a user does not wish to
the recipients to be able to share or otherwise distribute his image, the proposed
technique should prevent the recipient from sharing it with other unauthorized
recipients.
3. Content owners may have different levels of privacy concerns over their content.
For example, the user may just want to obtain the highest level of protection of
her content for less-trusted users. Hence, the proposed technique should be able
to accommodate to a variety of data protection needs.
4.

The content protection mechanism should not intrusively monitor the recipi-

ent’s or the sender’s system, nor should it introduce too much communication and
computation overhead.
The primary threat we aim to guard against is content misuse or distribution, which occurs when malicious users forge content control protection mechanisms to handle the data differently from the way originally intended by the owner.
Our threat model assumes that the actors involved in the content exchange run
uncompr-omised Java Running Environment (JRE), and that content recipients
do not share their authentication credentials. We assume that the sender does not
purposely send malicious content.

A.2

Content Protection Policies

Each CPP is a collection of rules R1 , . . . , Rn , authored by one content owner and
applies to a specific protection object. While the CPPs infrastructure can be applied to any object type, in this paper we consider their application to all formats
of media files (i.e., images or videos). Therefore, the object can be any of these
file types and O is simply the ID of the object, such as the name of the file. Each
rule has a simple structure, that we represent by means of a tuple Ri = (S, P, I)
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where i ∈ [1, n]. S denotes the set of users the rule refers to, P is the privilege
granted, and I denotes the temporal constraint. I is an optional component, and
in case it’s omitted the rule has no temporal limit. We support Full, Partial (or
Upload-Only), and Minimal privileges. As far as time privileges are concerned, I
includes the time interval and the action, denoted as (δ, Act). Three actions are
possible upon expiration of the interval: the content can be released completely,
made unaccessible, or it can be released with the privileges specified in P . Further, temporal constraints can apply starting from the time where 1) the policy
is created and attached to the document, or 2) the file is opened and the policy
enforced. δ is a possibly endless time interval, limited by two temporal boundaries,
tb , which indicates the time when the temporal constraint becomes effective and
te , which indicates the time when the temporal constraint stops being effective. tb
can be instantiated at the time of policy creation - for temporal constraints that
apply from the moment the policy is created, or it can be instantiated at the time
the policy is first executed. Act can take on three possible values: open, revoke or
release. In case of revoke, at te the file along with the policy expires, and the content is no longer accessible. On the contrary, open corresponds to the disclosure of
the protected content, upon expiration of the time interval according to the rule’s
privilege. Release applies in case of a Partial or Minimal privilege. At te , in case
of release the content is fully disclosed.

A.2.1

Content Binding Mechanism

To closely bind the user’s content with the corresponding CPP for the purpose
of strong enforcement we use two types of nested JARs, a super-JAR, and some
sub-JARs. The super-JAR is in charge of managing the recipient authentication.
The CPP is stored at the super-JAR, and is encoded as a java.policy file. The
CPP’s rules’ subjects are expressed using randomized identifiers. Precisely, upon
creating a CPP, a seemingly randomized id is created per recipient by computing
ridi = h(idi |si ) where h denotes a cryptographic hash function, idi is the user’s
original identifier (e.g., username) concatenated with a random salt si selected by
the sender (i ∈ [1, n], where n denotes the number of actual recipients). Therefore,
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the recipient’s original username, say alice12 is actually never used in the JAR. If
alice12 username is randomized to xyz689, the CPP will have a rule saying that
a user with userid xyz689 has the right to access sub-JAR10. Each username is
combined with a different salt value, for obvious security reasons.
Each rule in the CPP contains a reference to a JAR file, which is nested in the
super-JAR. The super-JAR in fact encases m (m > n) JAR files (sub-JARs), a
subset (n) of which contains actual data, while the remaining m-n contain spurious
data, and are referred to as spurious sub-JARs. Each sub-JAR SubJi translates
the access control rights for a given user and contains the actual content being
distributed in an encrypted form. In the case of spurious sub-JARs, the usernames are fictitious, and enforce access rights to empty files. As explained later in
the section, spurious sub-JARs are added for confidentiality and security reasons.
When an actual sub-JAR is executed, it produces either a raw copy, or some type
of protected copy as an output, based on the access right it enforces.
The sub-JAR stores the content file in an encrypted form along with the class
files required to decrypt it. The key used for encryption is obtained using a
Password-Based Key Derivation Function [123]. The password is not exchanged
between the owner and the recipient. Rather, it is generated as a cryptographic
hash of a subset of the randomized usernames appearing in the policy, with an additional salt value S. That is, pwd = h(rid1 || . . . ||ridm ||S) where rid1 , . . . , ridm are
the user ids corresponding to sub-JARs SubJ1 , . . . , SubJm which either share the
same access right (and time constraint, if any) with the recipient or are spurious
sub-JARs, and S denotes a salt value -different from the ones used for randomizing
usernames- which is passed along to the JAR using the same mechanism discussed
for the username randomization. Spurious rids (and corresponding fake sub-JARs)
are indistinguishable from randomized ids of actual usernames, and are added to
increase the number of possible rids forming the alphabet of our password. Each
such password, which has at least 80 bits of entropy, generates a unique 256 bit
long key. An observer cannot identify which JARs share the same access rights: he
cannot observe the execution of the JARs, and even if he accesses the java.policy
file at the super-JAR, he only learns that a given rid has access to a JAR, which
however does not lead to knowing what the JAR enforces.
JUiCE can be configured to deliver the salt values required by the recipient to
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reconstruct the password in two different ways. Notice that per each individual recipient idi two salt values are to be obtained: si , required to obtain the anonymized
id ridi and the salt S which is required to complete the password. These salt values
can be either (1) stored with the class files, or (2) kept remotely as a part of the
sender’s profile on the authentication system. In the case of option (1), the salt is
handled as a local variable, which is alive only within the function calling it after
which its value changes and therefore is not available without the actual source files
to a debugger or an external decompiler [124]. In the case of option (2) the salt is
passed to the JAR, when the recipient authenticates himself to the authentication
provider, and after the authentication provider verifies that the recipient is indeed
on the list of recipients intended by the sender. This list of intended recipients is
available to the authentication provider, for example from the email’s To, CC or
BCC fields.

A.2.2

Policy Enforcement

CPPs’ enforcement has two major aspects to it: recipients’ authentication and
actual enforcement of the access rights. We discuss them in what follows.
Authentication. In order to obtain access, the recipient needs to provide proof
of authentication, by passing along to the JAR, a valid authentication token. Such
a token is obtained by a trusted authentication system which the JAR connects
to. For example, the authentication token can be obtained from an email provider,
or any trusted authentication provider. If the content is exchanged through a network of providers, SAML user assertions can be employed [105]. The token is used
as a proof of identity, and to extract the username and the salt to decrypt the
content according to the sender’s policy. The main steps of the authentication are
as follows:
1. The authentication token is verified by the super-JAR, which (a) checks the
token’s freshness and validity, and (b) extracts the corresponding user id, idi .
2. Upon extracting the user id (task (b)), the super-JAR maps it into a rid, which
corresponds to a JAAS [125] subject for whom the authorization rules are specified
in the CPP. JAAS is employed so as to manage subjects’ identities while allowing
for a lightweight policy specification. JAAS in fact allows access rights specifica-
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tion in a form which is handled by the Java Virtual Machine without any need for
serialization. Next, the rule having ridi as a target in the Java policy is found.
3. The super-JAR signs the token and passes it to the sub-JAR indicated by the
policy.
4. The sub-JAR starts executing by first comparing the token it received from
the super-JAR with the one it received initially on authentication, and checks its
freshness.
5. If the token is successfully validated, the sub-JAR forms the decryption key. To
obtain the decryption key, the password needs to be reconstructed. By construction, the rid1 , . . . , ridm which are concatenated and hashed together to form the
password are associated with JAR files that execute the same access right with
the user who is attempting to open the content. Hence, the sub-JAR forming the
decryption key first computes the rid assigned to it from the token passed by the
super-JAR. This ensures that an attacker cannot bypass the authentication checks
by authenticating with his own username to the authentication provider and sending as input a different rid to the sub-JAR. Next, to identify which subset of the
randomized user ids are to be used, therefore, the sub-JARs are run sequentially to
identify which sub-JARs correspond to a same access right. That is, the sub-JAR
forming the decryption key calls all the other sub-JARs while acting as a superuser. The sub-JAR forming the decryption key notes the output of the sub-JAR
being called. If the output is the same as its own, the sub-JAR being called has
the same access right as itself. All of the randomized ids associated with the same
access rights are hashed together to form the decryption key. The recipient cannot
view the usernames corresponding to the selected rids, nor does he need to know
which of the rids are of real users and which ones are not. The salt S is retrieved
either by the authentication token or stored locally. Finally, the pwd is hashed
one more time with the recipient’s rid and used as input of Password-Based Key
Derivation Function.
Relying on an external authentication party, does not imply that we require a
trusted-JUiCE compliant authentication system. Rather, our approach supports
any claim-based authentication system able to provide a valid authentication token.
Access and Usage Rights Enforcement.

As anticipated, the privileges sup-
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ported by the CPP are mapped into Java Policies. A Java policy specifies which
permissions are available for a particular piece of code in a Java application environment. The permissions expressed in the Java policy are in terms of File System
Permissions, i.e., in terms of read, write and execute. However, the sender can
specify the permissions in user-centric terms as opposed to the usual code-centric
security offered by Java, due to the JAAS. Each JAR can take one of the following
forms.
Full privileges. If the recipient is given full privileges, the content must be available
to him in a raw form. These privileges are guaranteed to him by a JAR-Auxiliary
file, that decrypts the encrypted content and saves it on the local machine of the
user. Simply double clicking the JAR file will result in the unencrypted, raw content being saved on the user’s desktop.
Minimum Privileges. To provide minimum privileges, we embed the encrypted file
in another JAR file, referred to as JAR-Core, which decrypts the content on the fly
into temporary files, which are then used to display the content to the user using
the Java application viewer. When the file is decrypted on the fly, the decrypted
part is never available outside the JAR file, and is destroyed within less than a
millisecond. Therefore an attacker never has the ability to decompile and retrieve
the decrypted parts. The recipient cannot simply upload the entire JAR file to
a content sharing sites, as these sites restrict the file types that can be uploaded
to exclude JAR files. The strength of Java encryption and decryption scheme can
be further improved using chaotic map lattices, which are secure against chosen
plaintext and cipher text attacks [126].
Partial privileges. In our context, partial rights imply the ability of the subject
to open the file and possibly distribute it, while however not being able to modify
it. For example, subjects may upload the file to another content sharing website.
The content is handled by a sub-JAR, namely the JAR-Upload, that renders it an
applet, whenever the user tries to access it on the local machine. The JAR-Upload
carries a specially watermarked version of the content, which indicates to a JARenabled handler that a user can upload the content stored in the JAR. When the
content is uploaded, a JAR-enabled handler renders the content into its raw form.
In the case of minimum privileges, an upload attempt would fail, due to the lack
of the marking.
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For the case of minimum and partial privileges, the sub-JARs are also responsible
for displaying the content using a Java application viewer window or some other
Java SWT equivalent [127]. The content rendered from these type of windows
cannot be modified or saved on the users’ Desktop in its raw form. Besides watermarking it, the sub-JARs also programmatically disables hotkeys of the keyboard
so long as the viewer window is open, preventing the malicious user from copying
the content being displayed.
The temporal constraints can be combined with any of the above privileges. As
introduced, these constraints can enforce open, release or revoke actions. The constraints can be set to start either as soon as the JAR is created or as soon as the
actual file is accessed. The JAR maintains the time stamp indicating the start
time and the stop time, as well as a timer to keep track of the passing of time.
The timer obtains the time from a NTP server. If the connection to the server
is not available, the JAR revokes the access granted. If the temporal constraint
takes effect upon creation of the JAR, the timer is immediately activated. If it is
instead based on the time the JAR is opened, the JAR keeps track of the number of accesses. Both inner and outer JARs are signed and sealed to prevent the
recipients from modifying the code or trying to access the class files from outside
the package [127].

Figure A.1. Overhead due to encapsulation
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A.3

Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the overhead added by our approach, we performed two separate sets of tests on a set of images which range in size from a 100KB to a 1000
KB. We tested both jpg and bitmap (BMP) files. Our tests were conducted using a Dell Latitude D630 Laptop, with 2G Ram and a Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo
CPU T7500 @ 2.20GHz processor. The first set of tests is aimed at measuring
the overhead in terms of increase in overall file size when the size or resolution of
the image being protected increases. We reported a limited overall overhead due
to the JARs. As shown in Figure A.1 , the increase in overall file size does not
depend on the size of the image being protected. Rather, it is influenced by the
resolution of the image, i.e. the number of pixels in the image. In the case of JPG
images, the worst case occurs when a large image of 950KB results in a file which
is approximately 1495KB. The best case for JPG images occurs when an image of
0.23 MegaPixels and a file size of 800KB is actually compressed into a file size of
277 KB. BMPs are overall more efficient, where the overall JAR size is only 895KB
for a file of 700Kb. We believe that the fluctuations in the size of the JAR are
due to the lossy compression of jpg files. Next, we tested the overhead added by
evaluating the policies. CPPs take only 10−9 s, as compared to about 0.04ms for
XML policies.
The second set of tests measured the overhead in terms of time taken to encrypt
and decrypt the images. According to our approach, files will be encrypted and
decrypted based on the access control rights specified in CPPs, and CPPs can
be combined with any encryption and decryption algorithms supported by Java
(i.e., AES, 3DES, PBECipher, RSA, RC2). The RC2 and RSA algorithms added
the least amount of overhead (up to 300 ms) whereas the PBECipher with MD5
and Hash added the maximum overhead. The maximum time taken in case of
the PBECipher with MD5 and Hash is 0.3 seconds. Based on such results, we
used an RSA based implementation of Password-Based Key derivation for content
encryption [123]. Again, the test results prove that there is no significant time
overhead added due to the addition of CPPs. Finally, we also tested how much
improvement in the file size increase can be obtained when protecting a dense image (18mp). We added a CPP of 27 rules to an image of 950KB, using the Triple
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DES algorithm for encryption, since it fared well in our previous experiment. The
increase in file size was minimal, resulting to only about 965KB, thus confirming
that our architecture is very lightweight.
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In this appendix, we discuss example properties, and their verification protocols while referring to the Azure Cloud implementation[20, 10]. Specifically, we
examine what type of claims maybe submitted by a worker with respect to a given
property. We then detail classes or methods can be used to describe the property.
Finally, we describe the tasks that need to be completed before the property is
deemed as satisfactorily verified. A parallel analysis can be carried out for Hadoop
and other MapReduce frameworks.

A. Properties
Capabilities The capabilities of a node are important to verify policy satisfiability
and identify candidate workers able to handle sensitive data (per the policy). In
general, depending upon the task to be completed and related workload, a node
can play several roles, or have specific capabilities in the Map Reduce framework.
Here, we use the term role to reflect the activities and capabilities of a given
worker. Roles can be of three main types: mapper, reducer or shuffler. For given
applications, the mappers or reducers can further split the input, and therefore,
additional roles may exist.
For instance, calculating the word count requires the mappers to generate a
key-value pair of the type “word”, “”, while a mapper used for k-means clustering
generates the distance between a point in a cluster and its centroid. Based on their
tasks, the mappers can be differentiated in “kmeansmapper”, “wordcountmapper”
etc.
Similarly, a policy may express constraints against specific sub roles of the reducers. Referring to the above examples, a worker used in a word count application,
sums up all the key-value pairs where the key words are similar. For the k-means
clustering, the worker produces the sum of squares for a given cluster. It then
finds the updated centroids for each cluster by dividing the sum of squares by
the number of clusters. Since the tasks performed by each reducer are different,
the reducers also have application-specific sub roles such as “kmeansreducer” or
“wordcountreducer”.
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Location. Users may be interested in three locations. First is the hosted service
location. Next are the storage locations, i.e. locations of of input and output,
respectively.
The location of a physical host is expressed as a combination of the cloud service
provider (CSP), and the region the node belongs to. The hosted service location is
the location of the directory containing the client’s application’s required assemblies (i.e. the location of the worker forms a part of the hosted service location).
The CSP specifies it in the package creation for a hosted service, and during the
submission of an application. The input and output locations refer to the location
of the directories where the inputs and outputs are placed, in form of an URI. The
input and output locations form a part of the storage locations.
Proprietary, or Public/Private This binary property indicates whether a node
is public or private. A ”public” node denotes a node that belongs to the portion of
the cloud to which the access is not curtailed, nor can the nodes be administrated
by dividing them into subnets. On the contrary, a ”private” node belongs to an
access-restricted part of the cloud, which can be only accessed using a VPN connection. These nodes can be divided into subnets and administrated accordingly
by the client. By identifying the proprietary nature of a node, one may identify
whether there is any conflict based on the clouds the workers belong to. For example, in a public cloud, the workers can belong to any client, and therefore there
is no clear separation of the workers’ interests (i.e., a worker may be used for data
processing by another client with conflicting interests to the original client), thus
causing fear of information leakage. Further, a client may request that certain
input is only processed by a proprietary cloud.
Security Security restrictions may be expressed to identify whether a node is
capable of providing basic security functions. One such example is the support file
level access control, or support of encryption/decryption. Additional properties
refer to database (DB) access control (i.e. in case the input or output are stored in a
DB, the access to this DB is modulated), private calculations (i.e., mandating that
sensitive calculations be done only by nodes placed in a trusted or private cloud),
storage security, and transport security etc. By means of policies constraining one
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Protocol: Cap Ver(worker.workertype, ipdataformat, opdataformat, ExpectOutA)
Input: worker.workertype, ipdataformat, opdataformat,inputA are the worker type
(i.e. mapper or reducer), format of input and output data, and a sample input respectively
Begin
1. Worker →Verifier: Claim(context.taskno, context.cloudclient)
2. Verifier →Worker: Request to compute k-means((ipdataformat)inputA)
3. Worker →Verifier: (opdataformat)OutputA= k-means(inputA)
4. Worker →Verifier: OutputA
5. Verifier: If ((opdataformat)(OutputA)== (opdataformat)(context.taskno))
AND (OutputA==ExpectOutA)
6.
Verifier: Verified<–True
7.
If Verified==True
8.
Verifier→Worker: {kw , Sig(kw )} %send key share
9.
Else
10.
Verifier→Fail
End
Figure A.2. Role/Capability Verification

or more of these properties, a user may gain some guarantees on the confidentiality
of the MapReduce computation. Notice that while the above properties are a part
of specifications of the workers, security configuration is typically not specified in
any methods or constructors used for creating the worker. Instead, a worker is
endowed with these properties during the submission of the job, by the Master,
which uses the controller to either set up a certain protocol or algorithm, or transfer
credentials such as TLS keys.

B. Properties’ Verification protocols
We now present examples of properties’ verification protocols. We briefly discuss
a property verified by the Master, followed by an example of the methodology
adopted to check nodes’ location.
Proprietary The Master node checks whether a node is in a private or public
cluster. The Master uses the controller module for this verification. The controller
is the core algorithm that gets invoked and executed to manage job submissions
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on behalf of its corresponding application. Since the controller is responsible for
orchestrating the flow of the application, it has a complete mapping of public vs.
private nodes. This is part of the definition of the cloud storage account created by
the client at the time of instantiating his nodes. The controller specifically checks
in the cloud storage account whether the node is assigned to a group deemed as
private. In Azure, this information is available to the controller when it checks
the TaskNo and CloudClient properties. The TaskNo is a number identifying the
task, while CloudClient provides access to Azure’s storage services. Therefore, the
controller checks whether the TaskNo and the CloudClient of the context of the
worker, matches that of a client with a proprietary network.
Capabilities verification. Verifying a worker’s role means that the worker
must be able to process input parameters of a given type to produce corresponding
outputs; with the input and output parameters specified during job creation. This
is a three step process.
1. The worker submits its claim to the verifier in charge of verifying the role.
The claim consists of the pre-configured properties: that is, the type of input
and output parameters the job is specified for. In Azure, this information is
stored in the context class. The context class provides the configuration of the
nodes, including the task no., cloud client, job parameters, task parameters
and iteration count. The context class of mapper and reducer additionally
contain the records enumerator property, which is an enumerator used to
iterate over all the key value pairs.
2. The verifier then requests the worker for a demo-run on certain small “sample” jobs, on specified input (which output is also known). Notice that the
verifier knows the sample jobs to assign to the worker based on the input
provided by the Master (Step 3 of the verification protocol of Sect. 5.4.1). In
case of Azure, this is specified using the inputdataformat and outputdataformat properties of the controller. Additionally, the MapperType and ReducerType are also specified in the properties of JobConfiguration along with the
job parameters. The inputdataformat and outputdataformat, along with the
MapperType and ReducerType in particular, are what help the verifier select
its sample jobs.
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3. When the output of the sample jobs are submitted back to the verifier, and
the verifier checks whether the obtained output is correct and consistent
with the claim made by the worker. In Azure, for a worker to be verified,
the output of the worker should match the expected output type for the
task no, and cloud client. A step-by-step presentation of the protocol for the
K-means example is reported in Figure A.2.
Notice that, for both cases, the node may purposely pass the verification protocol and then fail to apply the security mechanisms in place. For instance, assume
a worker is required to have a particular encryption property. It could pass the
verification for a property, but then refrain from applying the security algorithm
to the data being processed. To avoid this issue, the verifier periodically checks
the output of the processing for the encryption being requested.
Location verification involves 1) Checking the worker nodes to ascertain
that the input, output locations specified match the actual input and output locations, and the location of the hosts of the VMs performing the computation are
the same as the location of the computation specified by the user. 2) Checking
whether the directories specified for the input and output, and the computation
assemblies indeed exist. The latter location verification protocol is treated by our
system as a security verification task, and is similar to file access security verification (see Appendix A, Security Verification), i.e. the verifier tries to either store
or access a document from the specified directory.
To estimate a node’s location with reasonable accuracy, the verifier analyzes the
round trip time (RTT) of a message sent by the verifier to estimate its source,
following an approach similar to the mulitlateration scheme used for distance verification in mobile ad-hoc networks [128]. The multilateration scheme uses distancebounding protocols [94] which are in turn dependent on estimating the location
based of a node on response time from the node.
In our scheme, reported in Figure 5, multiple sub-verifiers, coordinated by the verifier node, are involved. Each sub-verifier is selected from a different location. The
verifier knows the maximum number of hops, minimum number of hops and the
average number of hops from each geographical location wherein the sub-verifiers
are located. These values are stored by the verifier in a hash table upon execution
of the protocol. Every sub-verifier requests the worker to echo a message within a
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given number of hops or within a specified time time interval. The number of hops
and the time constraint requested by each verifier vary, so that the worker does
not know the location being requested beforehand. That is, the purpose of varying
the requested time/ number of hops is that the worker being verified cannot tell
one request apart from another, and therefore even if it uses proxies, or otherwise
delays the reply, it will not be able to selectively satisfy the requests. The verifier
uses minimum and maximum time/number of hops collected by the sub-verifiers
to approximate the worker’s location. That is, upon receiving the echoes from
the worker, the verifier performs a lookup int the hash table to see if the location
claimed by the worker, is consistent with the responses obtained by the workers
(and matched against the local table). If the maximum and the minimum differ
widely enough to show two different geographical locations, then the worker is
lying either by using a proxy or by otherwise delaying the message.
Security Capabilities The properties listed in the policy specified by the
client could be numerous, and the corresponding verification protocol may change
accordingly. We briefly discuss the verification of two security properties: that is
support of certain data encryption standard, and file level access control.
Cryptographic support (as a generic capability) is verified using the cryptographic
algorithm verification program provided by the NIST [95]. The cryptographic module verification program maintains a list of implementations of various algorithms
such as the AES, DED, Triple-DES. For each of the algorithms, the module has
a set of tests built to verify different modes of operation of the algorithm such as
ECB, CBC, with different key sizes if necessary/applicable. The module requests
configuration information, and then provides the worker with some test data (i.e.
the key, some plaintext, and an initialization vector if applicable), which is to be
processed, and returned to the module. This processed test data is then validated to identify whether the worker’s implementation of the algorithm is indeed
standard-compliant. For instance, if the worker is verified for AES in CBC mode,
using the Monte-Carlo Test, the worker is provided with a key, initialization vector
and some plaintext. The response of the worker consists of the key, initialization
vector, the plaintext and the resulting cipher text. If the cipher text is evaluated
to be correct, the worker is said to have a standard-compliant algorithm.
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Protocol: Location Verification(CharToEcho, Nonce)
Input: CharToEcho is a random character, or set of characters,
Nonce is pseudorandom number used to identify freshness of the echo, typically the time
1. Worker–>Verifier: Claim %Geo-Location of physical host
2. Sub-Verifier–>Worker: Request= CharToEcho, Nonce
3. Worker–>Sub-Verifier: Response= Echo(CharToEcho, Nonce)
4. Sub-Verifier: Output = Response.time()- Request.time()
5. Sub-Verifier–>Verifier: Output
5. Verifier: If (Output)==val && Geo-Location(Sub-Verifier)=x Then
6.
Geo-Location(Worker)=location(val)i
7.
For Each Geo-Location(Sub-Verifier)==x
T
8.
Geo-Location(Worker)= location(val)i %triangulation of the possible locations
9.
If Geo-Location(Worker)== Claim
10.
Verifier: Worker(Verified)< −−True
11.
If Worker(Verified)==True Then
Verifier−− >Worker: {kw , Sig(kw )} %send key share
12.
Else Verifier−− >Fail
Figure A.3. Location Verification

File level access control is also checked using a multi-party protocol. In brief, multiple nodes (or sub-verifiers) execute repeated attempts to access a given protected
file stored on a URI pointing to a directory location on the worker being verified.
The verifier randomly selects few nodes, which are either public or private (if any,
belonging to the same cluster of the worker), as well as the Master node. It then
requests the nodes to attempt access to the specified directory, without informing
the worker on the types and number of attempts being executed. If the file is
accessible by all nodes, then the verifier concludes that no file level permissions are
applied. On the other hand, if only the Master and private nodes can access the
file, then the file level access control is presumed in place. Based on whether or
not the worker grants access to the file (i.e. the worker’s response to the file access
request), the worker’s response is judged as correct or incorrect. Specifically, when
the verifier requests permission to a private file, if the verifier is private and it gets
access, then the worker’s response is correct. Otherwise it is incorrect.
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